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Introduction 
Of �einrich von Kleist's e"ght Novellen, Das Erdbeben in Chili was 
amongst the first to be written. 1hilst it is impossible to state with 
any certainty its chronology in relation to others of his early Novel­
len, it was probably completed by autumn 1806 and was certainly the 
first to be published�) 
During Kleist's absence from Germany between January and July 1807 
the manuscript as sent by his friend, RUhle von Lilienstern, to Johann 
Friedrich Cotta in Stuttgart, who printed the story in his I•1orgenblatt 
fUr gebildete Stande. Here it appeared under the title of 11Jeronimo 
und Josephe. Eine Szene aus dem Erdbeben zu Chili, vom Jahre 164711 in 
numbers 217 to 221 from 10 to 15 September 1807. Just t o  days later, 
on September 17th, Kleist sent word to Cotta from Dresden, announcing 
his wish to make use of it in another way, but by this time the story 
had already been published. 
In September 1810 the author got the publisher, Reimer, to obtain 
it as a printed edition. Within three days the story was revised for, 
and subsequently included in, his first volume of �rzahlun0en together 
with Michael Kohlnaas and Die Marquise von o •.. • This edition saw some 
changes, for example the reduction by Reimer of the thirty paragraphs 
of the first edition to three,2) purely as a means of saving space, 
and the alteration of the lengthy title to that by which it is known 
today, a title whose suitability to the ork as a whole will be mani-
fested by a short summary of the action. 
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The Novelle concerns the fate of two young lovers, Jeronimo Rugera 
and Donna Josephe Asteron, whose relationship has met with disapproval 
from the latter's father. Josephe is consequently sent to a convent 
where the couple continue o see each other in the convent garden. Fol­
lowing the birth of her son, Philipp, Josephe is sentence to death, 
whilst Jeronimo is imprisoned. 
The story itself comprises three distinct phases and a short epi­
logue, the initial phase constituting a definite falling action. At 
the beginning of the Novelle, Jeronimo, in a state of despondency on 
hearing the bells tolling for his beloved's death, is about to put an 
end to his own life when a vio ent earthquake shatters the prison, ma­
king his escape possible and determining his fate from this point. After 
momentary elation his thoughts turn to Josephe whom he fears dead. How­
ever, he goes in search of her amongst the ruins and chaos of the city 
of St. Jago, his despair mounting until suddenly, towards nightfall, he 
catches sight of her, spared from execution by the earthquake, bathing 
her child in a spring in a valley. 
The first turning point comes ith the meeting of the lovers, and 
the narrative takes a new unexpected direction. The action, now a rising 
one, enters the second phase which occupies that night and the following 
morning. The elemental, destructive forces of nature gi e way to a 
serene atmosphere, and the couple are seen with their child in an idyl­
lic setting, reminiscent of the Garden of Eden. In this section a new 
figure, Don Fernando, appears, seeking nourishment for his son, Juan, 
and invites the little family to join his own relatives. The circle 
widens, and the benevolence and kindly concern sho n by Fernando's 
l 
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party reinforce the couple's belief in the general goodness of mankind 
in the wake of the major disaster. 
The third phase, introduced by a second turning point, begins when 
the two famil'es under the leadership of Don Fernando mruce their way 
to the cathedral, where a thanksgiving Mass is to be held. Taking place 
on the afternoon and evening of the second day, the events show a far 
more terrible falling action than those in the first section. The words 
of the fanatical priest who holds the lovers guilty for the general 
misfortune, incite the mob, and in particular one Pedrillo, to a frenzy, 
and despite Don Fernando's heroic efforts to defend his group, his son, 
Juan, sister-in-law, Donna Constanze, and more important, Jeronimo and 
Josephe meet death at their hands. This part which may be regarded as 
the 11Erdbeben der menschlichen Seele" contains the climax and goal3) 
of the Novelle, and the fact that the title encompasses, and is appli-
cable to not merely the first section, but to this climactic section 
as well, now becomes apparent. 
Immediately after tne main action there is what may be called a 
third turning point leading into a short epilogue when little Philipp 
is saved. At the hour of deepest despair, Don Fernando adopts little 
Philipp as his own son, providing a touch of consolation to the tragic 
events beforehand. 
The course of action and the individual phases may be represented and 
summed up by the following diagram: 
;JJ;RONI'10 
NATIJAAL EARTHQUAKE 
FlRSr PHA5E 
THE n8sT" llAl 
( 
I>EPAiTVRfl roR CATil£DRAL 
I l> T L I. F.ARTIIQ.IA�E OF l!!IKAII SOULS 
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NIGHT AND IIORIIIHG AF'reRHOOII �D EVENrn� 
Of 'IHE" SECOND DAY Of Tiit SECX>NI> llt.T 
+ 
Amo st all forms of narrative art, tie ove e as a 1·terar enre 
has often been po:nted to as the form most c oaely related to the drama. 
"lo fg""' g Kayser say., in a- s pracnliche Kunstwerk: 11 1e :i � fin en sich 
auch ·n rzahlu,gen dramat·sc e tellcn, un a·e Novelle ist m·t ihrer 
Tonzentr·erung auf ein G cnehcn, ilre zeitl�c en Qes wn+l.eit, .:..n·em 
l+ 
Sd.C ichen Erz .. lton von dramat·sc m -::e�..,t erri' ,t ••• ' �econ ary 
iterat re time an agai. cit�s the o e en of elnrich von Kleist as 
il ustrative of th" relatio ship. Friedrich Gun o f  ·n Hei rich von 
Kleist refers to them as "versetzte Dramen"5) , whilst .K. ennett in 
H" story o the erman fovc c states that "they n.re not on y i heir 
objtctiv"t , in t e nco mented ay in whic they are presented, but 
a so n t .ei:r· motional inte si y the rnr'. of a poet w o is prirn,iri ly 
d t . t d t . . t ,,6 ) . 1 . a rama 1.s an no an e 1 ic ' ri er, • • • • .t•.lnu y, 1.n 
Poetik �mil Staiger uts them forwa d a eY-mp es of a dr3m t"c �oetry 
not destined fo the sta. e. ?) espite the ·ec.l h of evide .ce incHcati..g 
r • 
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that Kleist's !ovellen �o �anifest dramat"c qua itie , comparatively 
fe· studies have been devoted to an exam·nation of v.rnatic aspects 
appearing either throu hout t,e whole eight, or contained in any indi-
vidual ove le. ,.'ortr. of special mention, however, re utn a ma.n's 
dissertation� ,udien zu �rzanlkunst HeinriJns von Klei 
p, 
sta tun5 der P
1
iochen zeu� �ii Staibe 's study of he dramatic 
"'.,y e of Das .:3<-'" .,e ·•eib von occl.rno, an to these. ve may add Char es 
i terpretation of ie ei ; �e 
. 1 ie, 
Q 
and Glint er Graf's 
of ,J·c. are concerned 
ith the ive act" drama- ike st.!"ucture of t ese t·rn respec.t ·,; ove -
en. 
ur study ndertakes an i.vestigation of dramatic forms of presenta-
t"on in" eist's, ovel e �as Erdbeben in hili, for here appears to 
have been no sue ex� ination made of this Novel e. In the following 
chapters e s  all aim at exposing drarna�ic elements y examininb four 
different aspects: the introductory sentence, �i P t  speech, K]eist's 
method of haracter presentqtion and the e�ic scene in as Erdbeben in 
v.tdl • o 
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I. The Opening Sentence 
The logical first step in our investigation of dramatic forms of 
presentation in Das Erdbeben in Chili i a detailed examination of the 
opening sentence: "In St. Jago, der Hauptstadt des Konigreichs Chili, 
stand gerade in dem Augenblicke der groBen ErderschUtterung vom Jahre 
16�7, bei welcher viele tausend .enschen ihren Untergang fanden, ein 
junger, auf ein Verbrechen angeklagter Spanier, namens J e r o n i m o  
R u g e r a , an einem Pfeiler des Gefnngnisses, in welches man ihn ein­
gesperrt hatte, und wollte sich erhenken. 111) 
An analysis of the composition of this sentence manifests an overall 
structure which may be represented diagrammatically as follows: 
' 
I 
' 
I ' ' 
111 _APP• _ _ ; ____ _;�------.):----·: Cl. 
• • ·�Rc.l.Cl..•' ' • • �,--. 
2) 
The main clause, cut in two places by a relative clause, falls in o 
three parts, and the total impression is one of a very well-balanced, 
even symmetrical sentence3) hich provides a striking example of 
Kleist's use of hypotaxis.4) 
Thomas Mann points to it as a "masterpiece of succinct exposition: 
everytr.ing the reader needs to know has been compressed into a very 
fe words. 115) 
s 
To dete m 1 · et.er t is e positio . rese�w e� t at of a r a m  a -
t i c o r k O f a r t , ho 1ever, necessitates f · r•·t a brief 
ance at the function and usual in re ients of the dram tic exposit"on 
se f. In t e drama tne eYposition is li ited to the be�inni o t e 
ac�u, qnd t ;u more particu arly � characterist"c o the first act 
··nere · ts nction is to introduce the reader o istener to the drama-
ic or d, the situatio, an t e ac ioo t at "i n "o d before s 
d tc acquaint him ,:t. elements essenti3 for the basic un er-
standing of i ac ion. 1hese com r"se usua y a  e tio. o t e t"m 
and pl ce of a� on, per aps t e countr , the �rea, tne u ;, i u or 
eve the room in hich 1-1- ·.., to oc r. Frequent y an importa t cnarnc-
ter or c1aracters are i troduced, a :·� t "ndication of th �� nat re 
may e prov:1ed, inform�tion abou eir natiora ".j..), name or a e re-
vea� .:i, d in manJ c ues t eir re -1-io s p o ot 1e s establis,ed. 
Interest and teu .;.on may e aw ened ' t. i. c sion of certai e e-
rue ts ·hie 1ave to e fur her expose rd deve oped, an thP.euJ the 
h 
action i'"" set in motion to"c,.rds the aim and 0oa of the drama .,, e 
ex osi io of a dramatic work may contain a 1 or Oh y some of t1es 
a pects, according to the requirements of  the dramat:st. 
ith t ese c aracteristics ir. mind we ca no · t rn to a more de a· -
led eY.,1.:1.:nt.1.t "on of t 1e open;r,0 sente ce o r € ist t .  rdbel Pn i c.,h_;_li, 
a, n n tt , pt to isolate the arts o t e sentence hich ,ay contain 
features accord "ng 'tit t. e above, tne method of 11Verschiebeprobe' 
'7 
de�ise by Hans n "nz · 1 be emp o ed. .,,}is, 
acco'mt the main clause on1 the subo dina e 
r;i t , a er. 
C"e er, takes into 
auses ·il be ealt 
• 
1 
e . .::;, 
u 
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The isolated main clause reads: 
1 In St. Jago ••• stand gerade in dem Augenblicke der groBen Erderschiit-
terung vom Jahre 1647 ••• ein junger, auf ein Verbrechen angeklagter 
Spanier, namens J e r o n i m o  Ru g e r a , an einem Pfeiler des 
Gefangnisses ••• und wollte sich erhenken. 11 
The'Verschiebeprobe" shows the follo�ing parts of the principal clause. 
1. In st. Jago, der Hauptstadt des Konigreichs Chili ) 
2. stand 
3. gerade 
4. in dem Augenblicke der groBen Erderschlitterung vom Jahre 1647 
5. ein junger, auf ein Verbrechen angeklagter Spanier, namens 
J e r o n i m o R u g e r a 
6. an einem Pfeiler des Gefangnisses 
?. wollte ••• erhenken 
8. sich 
Vith this breakdown all the parts and the dominant features of the 
principal clause are visible at a glance. It is striking to note that 
of the eight parts that have been isolated, five are extended in length, 
whereas the remaining three, consisting of one word each, are much less 
11. 
commanding and note orthy. Of e en greater significance is the fact 
that in these five extended parts are combined most of those elements 
which have been outlined above as meaningful for the dramatic exposi­
tion. There is a specification of the general place of action, the city 
of st. Jago in the Kingdom of Chili, as well as the year and the precise 
moment of the event taking place when the Novelle opens. One main figure 
is introduced together with his approximate age, his nationality, name 
and the gripping reference to his crime, the nature of which, however, 
remains unspecified. A mention of his exact position is given, offering 
an example of Kleist•s acute observation of, and attention to, detail, 
and in the verb 11wollte • • • erhenken", consisting of the personal form 
11wollte11 and the infinite form 11erhenken"9) the figure's intended act 
of desp ration is indicated, providing a further element of tension 
which leads on into the story itself. 
This evidence, although of prime importance for our investigation, 
does nevertheless not suffice to make for what might be cal ed a truly 
"dramatic I exposition. So far attention has been focussed on the prin-
cipal clause only, leaving out of account completely the two relative 
clauses; and more particularly the various elements hi0hlighted above 
have, for reasons of convenience, been seen as single entities with-
out consideration of their position in the sentence as a whole, of 
which they form an integral part. 
In the exposition of a drama, the dramatist is able to introduce 
the expositionary elements in a certain order and form so as to render 
them as effective as possible and can employ as well such devices as 
tone and gesture to heighten tension. It is true to say that the 
v 
12. 
expositionary elements gain t eir vitalivJ an meanine from the scene in 
hich tney are incorporated an onlJ en vie red wi hin the context of 
this who e scene. SimilarlJ, in an investigation of t e opening sen-
tence of s "'rrlbeben in Cl.ili tne presentation and arrange ent of 
t ese elements an indeed of all the different sentence pa ts 1it in 
t.e · hole, and heir interrelation c nnot and rus not be ov�. ooked. 
e sentence opens wit. a reference to the general place of act"on. 
Follo ·ing this comes the fir"'t verb "stand", ::.mmediatel after which 
is inserted t e advcr ''gerade" emphasizing t e past continuo s at re 
of this ve and lending precision to the c tended tiL.e phrase: II , ••• in 
dem ugenblicke der groBen ..,,r e ""Ch .. tteru g vom Jahre 1t:;47 ••• 11 • .._o p aced 
betveen the phrases of time an pla�c, this intransitive ver is tota y 
divorced from its subjec and from any adverb or adve bia phrase ni h 
1ould serve to comp ete its sense • 
• e time phrase is in itself a maste piece of economy beca se it 
states not Obly the prec·se moment a.d the year, b t me tion is made 
for the first ti1ne ·dt. i tl e .arrative of tne 5reat physica eart -
quake "Jhic orms the ack roun of the story. (�ne title as already 
indicated that some such occurrence will be �co �orated into tne 
ovelle. 
11 these elements fal into t 1e first part of the entence arked 
�1 ·n the ear ier diagram, b t t is part is no means conple e in 
itoelr. he lac of a u ject fo�ces the reader to look fo� a d, and 
already tensio1 bebin� to mo•nt. 
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T is is ei te ed furt er by the intrusion of t.e [irot re �ti e 
c ause: ' • •• be· ·e c er viele tause d �enschen i· .. ren 'ntergs fa -
de , ••• ' • It breaks t e o� of the mai c ause but at t.e same tim 
:il s i co ourful backbround information by pointin0 to the evastati 
ef ects and sufferin0 t e ear hquake as bro ght upon the masses. oth 
in its subordinate po8�+ion and in t e type of secondary information it 
revea s, it ma e ·kened to a ba kdrop i a drama ,ic. s ess ial 
ut is ever obtrusive and at no ·me forms the focal point, a backdrop 
ich t e events of primary co cern unfo d. bac:grou d of against 
eat ... a destruction pro ides t e se�tin0 for the f·rst part of Das 
�rdb uen ·n vhi · in par icular. 
Only subsequent to tn·s relative c ause is attention iven to t e  
princ·pa c ause once more. rom the iagram i becomes obvious ha 
tl,is part, Ci2 , constitutes the precise m · d e of the sente. ce. + io 
ere, t o, t. at the firs.t c imax i to be fou1 d, for at last the ub­
�ect of t e main clause is stated, and · · t1, this enters the p ota onist 
(�t least fo the first part of th ovelle). 
manifested ith t e breakdown of tle main clause 'y w y of t e 
11 Verschiebe robe", t e subject of t e sentence is of notable le. t 
an comple ity, an� it is o reat si nif · cance 1 at t e mar.ner in 
r � ch Kleist m.�o s t .e fact"' pertaini O to it an herefore to the 
r •• ctL1 fi0t.re in · tself c �ates usp se. t is t s · ort of c oser 
co ... s · er�t ·on: " ••• ein jun er, auf ein Verbrecnen angek agter pa ier, 
na.e .. s e r o n i m o u g e r a ••• ". In • is ord b ock, t e 
first t in5 of consequence to strike the eye is t e imprecise re er0 ce 
h h 611 n il 1 v 
l 1. \I 1 h n ng a. 
n h -i n l }' e 
l r. l d ng 
f h ;; :! u B 
h 
l y v h .  c n wr � . ent 
0 n t :t 
wh 11 n l A n 
d a· v l. 
].. 
,. h. t 
1 � h 
1 l F 0 t .L t 
) 1 dl "1 I -
h 0 � l s s 
h llJ. r g 
r e N 
(;..J h u a h 
p h l '"lg h 
d :x r g u l. t l h 
l ... � ld t n d t 
l. r s en T u hy l .I. 
'"l 1.d ... l. g l s n 
n r J R t� l h 
h h :f _n 
to age supplied by the adjective ''jung ' •  participia cons r�ct'on 
placed adjectiva ly efore t e noun p ts forward a more definite fact 
wit its a lusion to some crime, but ·e are left wonderin what t. is 
crime is and "ish to knov more. The noun furnishes a definite specifi-
catio of nationa. it , and fina lJ the name, Jeronimo er , is divul-
ged, providin5 the positive identity of this youn Spaniard. \ ri-i_g 
movement is vi5'tle in the unveilin5 of informatio , progressi�g from 
unspecific to specific detai s and reaching it cl'max wit1 t e most 
partic la etai of al . ur in erest mounts co tinua ly and our at-
te tion is p s ed for"ard to ards tnis end, whilst the ricture of this 
fi ure gradually becom s more complete as val�able f�cts are revealed. 
The midd. e �ection of the sentence is not taken up ruerely by the 
s b ·ect. �ol o·•in,., this is to be found hat as already been referred 
to ea ier as the men ion of Jeronimo•s preci ,,. position "an einem 
feiler des 3:er:·n nisses''. he ver ''stanc '' in rod ced in l 1, is .ua i-
fied and rounded off by this adverbia pnrase of place ' n.:.ch intiicates 
where, an · n nnat building eronimo is stnn.ding. It is therefore not 
until the second sec+io� of the principal cl use that t e se se of the 
verb and indeed of tie portion of sentence so far examir:ed finds com­
� etion w·t. the introduction of the t o  afore-mentioned com onents. 
It i� now c ear t,at the first part of tie main clause, (11 , is syntac­
tically entire y dependent upon the second, and t e second on the �irst. 
either is va i or meaning�u in itself.
10) 
Fo lo ing tiis the principa c ause is cut by t e  coLd relative 
clau::;e. a in as its antecedent "des Gefangnisses ', it simpl provides 
tht in:ormation t at eronimo as been ·ncarcerated in the prison; ut 
A l .... .. 
� b b u .L. 
h 1 \\ 
., 
n 1 y l Ru 
g ... 
l. Il 
l s J.. h 
u r d , � 1 0 t n 1 
.n u h \V 
g e 
, 
u J l . �· h 
"'1 t. s 
p ,.,, b t; \.l 1 0 1 
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a h n 
l l. l. 'fl p 
l ) 
h 
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l .. l l h se 
H v i:. J 
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of greater significance is the fact that it allows no release of 
tension but actual y has the effect of increasing suspense. It has 
been indicated in the previous paragraph that the sentence up until 
the end of M2 grammatically makes sense in itself; its content, how­
ever, raises two queries in the reader's mind: what in fact has Jeronimo 
oeen accused of and for what reason is he standing oeside the pillar? 
In an effort to discover the answers tne reader must continue, but ne 
encounters first this relative clause hich has a retarding and there­
fore a heightening effect, whilst at the same time disclosing further 
information. 
The third and final section of the principal clause, linked to the 
previous parts of the sentence by the coordinating conjunction 11und", 
sees the introduction of a new verb. It ecomes apparen , even before 
a more detailed investig�tion is undertaken, that this section is to­
tally dependent upon the precedin0 ones by virtue of the fact that it 
shares a common subject with them. That this subject holds a central 
position and refers to verbs in both the first and final parts substan­
tiates our opinion that the sentence as a whole manifests perfect 
symmetry. 
In its brevity and conciseness, this final section provides a sharp 
contrast to the highly embellished prose of the parts so far discussed, 
but it appears no less dramatic. As regards its content, it in effect 
answers the question as to Jeronimo's purpose for standing beside the 
pillar, but it immediately substitutes in the reader's mind another 
more baffling question as to what has driven Jeronimo to consider 
taking such a drastic step. It constitutes a second climax and the 
l 
b t 
aim and end of tie senten e ·L�CL lP ds on i to t.e action. 
he content ·� s ressed and tension maintained no less by the sy .-
tac+ ica structure: '• •• �nd ol te sich erhenken11 • e mod�l auxi iary 
and reflexive pronoun convey in t emse ves no meani g at al ; thus e 
must look o the er:, end, to the verb "erhenke 11 for the whole sense 
and significance of this final section of the sentence. t is on y 
wit the full stop, indicative of a definite break, that tension is 
at last released. 
At t is stage a more detailed diagra of t e overa 1 sentence 
st�uct re introduced earlier may he p to i lustrate more clearly where 
the m<i.in elemen s are brought i and to demonstrate the relationship 
of t e parts to, and their re iance upon, one '1.no he,.: 
0 " 
General 
l'hce 
Ti,ne : Charac.ter 
I 
Ex"ct: 
' 
I 
I Action 
·-----�: Place I ; _______ ...---, I ,,....---.-.. 
I 
I I I 
� A�u. -- ',-- - -·' !!L_ -- -- -- '- - - --: __Q.____ 
,- -, , t ., , t ,1 ' • �· ·� 
,. i i 
.. "'vin0 isolated and ni0:1li0hted the va,..ious componen s of t e prin-
cipal clause and examined tie order of p esentation of t e se tence 
parts, ·e are now i . + . a pos:..., o to provi e an ans ··er to t e q estion 
vheth r t e  ope ing sente 0e of as �r�bebtn in Gn' i can e co sidered 
1 
t i/ J. 
' 
in n 
dramatic. The ansrer can only be an affirmative one. The things most 
essential for a comprehension of the story - the place of action both 
general and particular, the time, motif of the earthquake, the main 
figure, together with a few basic facts about him, certain elements 
creating suspense - those things common to the exposition of a drama, 
are all incorporated into the framework of this sentence. Such content, 
in itself dramatic, is undeniably lent considerable intensity by the 
syntactical structure of the sentence. So constructed that all sections 
are interdependent, it manifests an upward movement hat is interrupted 
drama ically by the intervention of the two relative clauses and is 
directed towards the aim and end of the sentence where tension is at 
last relaxed. 
1 • 
1 • 
II. pee ch 
he most o1vious n�xt aspect to be considered in o r  investigation 
of dramatic �o ms of pre e tation in Kleist's ove e •s :rdbeben i 
1ili is the direct speec. contained in t e arra ive. In researc1 on 
' eist's ove len, in general comparatively 1;t+ e attention as bee. 
devoted to direct speecL, apparent J deemed of it le sibnl�ic�nce, 
wnereas the au+1or's predilection for the indirect orm o sp�eci has 
frequently ecn emphasized and .;; ·. 1 ..., e out oy i terary istorians as one 
of t.e I ost outst ndin0 traits of is narrative style. eprese tative 
of .:,1.;.C cri tj c. are ":a ter :,ii er-Sei e!, · 'o fgang Ka .,e and · ,·a ter 
.::i 1 z, of 1om the �+ter poi ts to leist's use of repo ted speec 
with spec·a reference o as �rdbeben in Clili. In notewort y contra�t, 
o•: ever, and providing t e exception rather than he ru e, i �rnst v n 
eus. e •,ose acknow edgment and reco nition of tne ·. portance of direct 
speecu i!=: CJ.anifested b is dedication of almost two p�be� to ;ts use 
? 
in an ei�ht page study of the ovelle under discuss·on.� !ndee� its 
si nificance can scarcely be overestimated as the •ork as a •no e con-
tains no fe rnr than tnl-rt -six dirt.ct tterances. 
or easy refertnce these, togethe �itn an i d:cation of their 
s eaker, are set out be o· in the order of tneir a �earance i t e 
na.:-rati e d wil subseq ent y be referred to by t 1 um er placed 
beside them. In this chapter t ey ave been deliberately isolated from 
any in,,ications of to. e and esture · 1.ich accompany t. e in many ca-
ses, as the i porta.ce of these 0i1 e seen in a later ch pter. 
"7 
1. 0 �utter �tte�, du Hei_ibe! (Jeronimo) 
2. eti ist nur auf �e ige •ugen ic1e, uonna osephe, nd dieses ind 
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19. 
hat, seit jener tunde, die uns alle ungllicklich gemacht hat, 
nichts genossen;
4) (Don Fernando to Josephe) 
3. 11ich schwieg - aus einem andern Grunde, Don Fernando; in diesen 
schrecklichen Zeiten weigert sich niemand, von dem, was er be­
sitzen mag, mitzuteilen: 115) (Josephe to Don Fernando) 
4. so werden Sie mir wohl, Donna Elisabeth, diesen kleinen iebling 
8. 
9. 
abnehmen, der sich schon wieder, wie Sie sehen, bei mir eingefun­
den hat.
6 
(Josephe to Donna �liR�hPt.h) 
li 
i 
to Donna Elisabeth) 
to o 
0 0 
Don Fernando! 10) (Donna Constanze to Don Ferna.ndo) 
nan do 
11Sie schweigen, Donna, Sie rlihren auch den Augapfel nicht, und tun, 
als ob Sie in eine Ohnmacht versanken; worauf wir die Kirche ver­
lassen. 1111) (Don Fernando to Donna Constanze) 
10. 'Veichet fern hin� eg, ihr Burger von St. Jago, hier stehen diese 
gottlosen Menschen! 12) (First citizen 
11. wo? 13) (Second citizen) 
12. hier! 1
4 (Third citizen) 
13. "Seid ihr wahnsinnig? " 11ich bin Don Ferr.ando Ormez, Sohn des Komman­
danten der Stadt, den ihr alle kennt.1115) (Don Fernando 
14. Don Fernando Ormez? 16) (Pedrillo to Don �ernando) 
15. Wer ist der Vater zu diesem Kinde?
17 (Pedrillo to Josephe) 
16. dies ist nicht mein Kind, l eister Pedrillo, wie Er glaubt; dieser 
junge err ist Don Fernando Ormez, Sohn des Kommandanten der Stadt, 
den ihr alle kennt! 18 (Josephe to Pedrillo) 
' 
or 11 n 
r d ,.;, hr ern, 
et 
t b ) I 
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20. 
1 wer .i. .burger, ennt diese ju 1Q
) (Pedrillo • on euc 1, I gen 'lwl .? 
1 wer en t c.en Jeronimo 5era? trete 
?C) (c"tizeno) • er vorl 
1 Er i t der 
21 (on ci izen 6 ater! 
20 .. i �eronimo 
22 (anot citizen) er s t u era! er 
2'i. sie s i n d 
27 
die �otte� ij-ter]ichen hen chen! J (0.1 ot er c"tizen 
?lt 
22. stein" gt sie! stei i t  sie! � m ,y citizeno 
• Halt! I r ':.'nwensc ,lie _en! 'Jenn i. .. r den Jeroniruo gera sue t: 
hier iut er! Befreit �eacn fan , elcher u.nch�lii5 ist!
25 (J-ron"mo 
24. Don Fern 0 
on ...,ernando 
rmez! '"as i t Euc _ widerfahren� 2
6 
(Don lonzo to 
25. "J , oehen uie, o 1 lonzo, die ,ord nechte! Ich ·.:ire er oren 
gewesen, wenn dieser wiirdi e ann sich ich+, ie r-sende ,enge 
zu beruhigen, �ur Jeronimo Rueera ausgegeben hatt . Ver a te ie 
i n, ·rnnn r-ie die ,i.ite haben ollen, nebst dieser 'ungen Da J , zu 
i rer beider eitigen wicherneit, nd di sen 'chtswilrdi e1, � .. 'der 
27 der .. ganzen .t ufru r angezette t hat! 1 Don Fernan o to Don lo z 
26 Don Alonzo Onoreja, �ch fr�ge �ucL auf er Ge· issen, 'st die es 
?P 
jdchen nic t oeephe Asteront (Pedrillo to on A onzo 
2 . sie ists, sie ists! brin0t sie zu Tode!
29 (many c'tizens 
28. gehn ..... ie, Don Fernando, retten Sie Inre beiden K'nder, nd iiber­
..,.0) 
assen Sie �r ..s unser,!l ..... c · cksale ! ..,. ( Jouephe to Don Fernando 
29. dies iot eronimo �Uber�, ihr Btir er, denn icn tin sein eigner 
ater! 31 (Q citizen, ercnimo's fathe-) 
o. Jesus 1ari ! 32 (Donn� vonstanze) 
-:Z:7 
1. :. ostermetze! ...,J (a citize1i 
-:z:4 
2. ·-ngeheuer! dies mr onna 1.., .. stanze Xares! (another citizen 
to the for er cit'zen 
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33. �arum belogen sie uns! sucht die rechte auf, und bringt sie um!
35) 
(Fedrillo) 
34. leben Sie wohl, Don Fernando mit den KiLdern!
36) ( osephe to Don 
:::'ernando 
35. hier mordet mich, ihr blutdiirstenden Tiger!
37 (Josephe) 
36. schickt ihr den Bastard zur Holle nach! 38) (Fedrillo) 
This isolation from the text and placing together of al the 
examples of direct speech occurring in the Novelle has the prime advan-
tage of enabling us to see more readi y any special characteristics 
Kleist•s direct speech may possess. Perhaps the most striking feature 
to be revealed is the brevity and succinctness of twenty-three of the 
utterances (i. e. the majority which occupy no more, and in many in-
stances considerably less space than one printed line. These, according 
to their form, may be classed in four categories: the address (1, 6, 8, 
24, 30, 31, 34), the exclamation in which we have included the impera­
tive ( 1, 6, 8, 12, 18, 22, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36 , the question 
(7, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 24), and the concise statement (5, 12, 19, 20, 
2 1, 27, 32 . Frequently one utterance may fit correctly into more than 
one group or may contain several components each belonging to a diffe-
rent category; hence the duplication of numbers in some cases. 
The significance of such a distinctive method of speech formulation 
can better be gauged by an examination of the nature of direct speech 
in the epic and dramatic genres, for it is a means of expression em-
ployed in both. In general, the epic writer may be said to have 
relatively few restrictions governing the length of his work (even 
the Novelle need not necessarily be short as the example of ichael 
21. 
) 
) ' 
) 
) 
M 
22. 
Ko 1 aas clearly s o s . The res4l is tl at he as a great dea of 
flexibility as regards is construction of direct speech. If he i c u­
des it i t e narrative at all, it may be brief, but he can equa y 
a ow ind"vid�a c aracters to speak at onsiderable lengt and ·u a 
very e a  ate fashion. t iu mor� usual for the dramatis , on the 
ot.er and, whose sole medium of ex ression is t e spoken vord, to aim 
at a concentration of expressio , to keep tne lengt an complexity o 
his characte 's speeches to a minimum. his is imposed upon him by the 
nature o hf' ge •• re itse ... , , ich is limited bot internally and er.ter-
nally in time and consequently in len0th. Only the strictest economy 
when creatin5 il enable him to reach h
0 s goal. Also shorter n·ts or 
sense groups hold tle reader's or more correctly the spectator's i te-
rest and atte tion i greater effect, at the same time ensuring tha 
there is no pause i t.e ac ion but that it is p s ed forward to\ards 
t e aim and end • 
... ro this o .;;,f'rvat·on it ap1,1ears ,1'ol.t t e succ-inct nat re of the 
twenty-three e a,l es referred to a ove corresponds •ith, a d  is c arac­
teri t•c of, t1e form lation of speec. o the drama rather t1an t.at of 
narra �ve · riting. It ·s tr e to say, there ... ore, that they anifest a 
dram�tic e ement of tyle. 
Totally e eluded from our iscussion so far, ho�e er, are tn 
thirteen longer verbal statements, (2, , 4, 9, 10, 13, 16, 2 , 25, .?6, 
.?8, 29, 3) , the most extended of ;hich, (?5 , contains no fe •er than 
ifty-t ree �ords. Due to the fact that these are conceived more fu ly 
a d  t a  t e ei� t lengthie"'t e amples (2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 16, 2 , 25 
contain at least one subordinate clause, we rn·gnt not e surprised i"" 
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our findings (on closer investigation were to run coun er to those 
on the shorter examples of direct speech. 
A more detailed analysis of the thirteen reveals that each utterance, 
rather than being composed of one long sentence making sense only when 
seen as a whole, is a combination of at least two or often several smal­
ler enti ies or sense units, either linked by means of a coordinating 
conjunction (2, 9, 28, 29, 33) , or divided from each other by a comma 
(10), a semi-colon ( 3 ) , a full stop (25 or even a question or exc ama­
tion mark (13, 23 ; at no time does one of these sense groups span more 
than three printed lines in the text. Furthermore these uni s manifest 
similar syntactical characteristics o those exhi ited bJ the short 
utterances in that they comprise addresses, exclamations and imperati­
ves, questions and affirmative statements, which here are placed side 
by side in various combinations. Thus instead of contradicting the 
previous observations this analysis brings to light evidence which al­
lows us to extend our opinion that some direct speech in this ·ovelle 
is dramatic in style, to include all thirty-six examples. 
significant number of these direct utterances, twenty-four in all, 
are combined when more than one person is speaking to form short dialo­
gues, (2,3) , (4,5) , (8, 9) , (10-12), (13,14) , (15,16) , (17-23 , (24,25) , 
( 2,33) , and as larger groups �lfil various noteworthy functions. 
Dialogue provides in the first place a means by which Kleist increa­
ses the tempo of his narrative. This is especially characteristic of 
those dialogues hich are composed of very short utterances and where 
a number of people are involved (10-12) , (17-23) , for the quick ex­
change of speech has the effect of generating great speed. 
Secondly, it often forms a method of heightening the tension of the 
narrative. This occurs when a number of short statements follow one 
another in rapid succession causing suspense to mount and reminding 
us of dramatic stichomythia. The same holds true when the words of the 
speaker intrude and break the flow of speech. In this respect 17-23 
may be cited: 
17. wer von euch, ihr Burger, kennt diesen jungen Mann? 
18. wer kennt den Jeronimo Rugera? Der trete vor! 
19. Er i s  t der Vater! 
20. er i s  t Jeronimo Rugera! 
21. sie s i n  d die gotteslasterlichen Menschen! 
22. steinigt sie ? steinigt sie! 
23. Halt! Ihr Uumenschlichen! Wenn ihr den Jeronimo Rugera sucnt: 
hier ist er! Befreit jenen Mann, welcher unschuldig ist! 
Similarly tension is increased where a question is answered evasive-
ly ( 15,16), where something is not explained and consequently remains 
vague (2,3) and where information is deliberately held back from other 
speaking partners or distorted (24, 25) . Not least, dialogue lends grea­
ter vitality to the narrative, making it more impressive, direct and 
colourful. 
Thus it functions in Das Erdbeben in Chili as a means of intensifi-
cation, and it is hardly surprising, that it is to be found at, and 
almost points to, the most essential parts of the story. 39 It is em­
ployed for the first time between Don Fernando and Josephe (2,3) ith 
the arrival of the former in phase two, and as a result of their meeting 
with him the lovers move into a broader social circle. It occurs then 
between Josephe and Donna Elisabeth (4, 5), immediately prior to the 
24. 
25. 
departure for the cathedral, in this case indicating a t  rning point, 
�hilst that part of t he final phase, set in and before the cathedral 
is given over largely to short dialogues, the last exchange of speech 
in the work taking place between an unknown citizen and Pedrillo (32, 
33) just before the tragic climax of the Novelle. Such a heightening 
effect Kleist ' s  short dialogues have in common with dramatic dialogue, 
the most obvious and important form of dramatic presentation. 
feature of Kleist•s short dialogues, too, is the fact that they 
frequently move dramatically towards a certain aim w ich is not revea­
led until the end of the piece of dialogue concerned: (10-12) , (15,16) , 
(17-23 . It is only once this aim is reached that tension is a lowed 
to slacken. This provides a striking similarity w'th dialogue in the 
drama hich is always· directed towards, and eventua ly attains a certain 
goal, even if it gives the impression of wor�ing away from it. 
ot to go unmentioned is the placing in close proximity of antithe­
tical points of view (22,23) which react against each other inevitably 
producing a contrast. 'Jith this comes to  light yet another point of 
resemblance of Kleist•s di�logue wit� its counterpa t in the drama: 
the creat ion of contrasts.  Therefore it is not merely the individual 
statements which manifest dramat ic traits, but with tneir effect of 
heightening, proceeding towards a goal and forming contrasts, so too 
do those short dialo0ues into �hich the former are bui t. 
In one place, ( 7 ) , v hich canno be left out of accoun but wnich 
strictly speaking falls outside t e realm of dialo5ue by virtue of 
the fact that only one side of the conversation is spoken aloud, 
u
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Kleist deliberately allows the meaning of the direct speech to remain 
dark and mysterious, concealing from us the piece of information con­
tained in the inaudible first part and leaving s to inte pret what 
this might have been from the limited indication of it supplied in 
the reply. Such a device has the effect of increasing tension consi­
derably and is used not infrequently by the dramatist as a conscious 
means of  holding the audience and of maintaining the spectator ' s in­
terest and curiosity. 
Having directed our investigation towards the direct speech itself 
we must finally not neglect to observe which of the figures are in 
fact permitted to express themselves by this means in Das Erdbeben in 
Chili. Most frequently, the ob jects of attention in this respect are 
Josephe with her six utterances, Don Fer�ando with his five, and their 
adversary and opponent, Pedrillo, who also speaks six times. T ey are 
followed by Jeronimo, Donna Elisabeth and Donna Constanze, all of whom 
the riter allovs to speak twice, wh ilst Don lonzo and Jeronimo's 
father are heard but once each . Tne eleven remaining statements come 
from anonymous members of the enraged crowd. 
It is noteworthy tnat those who speak most often on the whole also 
speak at greater length. Of Josephe's six statements four take the ex­
tended form and likewise for Don Fernando, two of the th irteen leng­
thier utterances go to the cobbler, Pedrillo, one to Jeronimo and the 
two remaining ones to some citizens. No less important is the number 
of times the figures are addressed, and here it will suffice to note 
that Don Fernando is spoken to on more occasions than any other figure, 
seven times in all, tnen followed by Donna Josephe to whom speech is 
u r 
directed three times. 
In the drama how often a character speaks, the amount he says and 
the number of times he is addressed may all serve as an indication of 
his status in the work and the attention he commands. Similarly Kleist • s  
distribution of direct speech to his figures allows us to reach a con­
clusion as to their significance in the story. There emerge three out­
standing characters, on Fernando, Donna Josephe and Pedrillo. Kleist • s  
characterization of the two antitnetical figures, Don Fernando and 
Pedrillo, and a consideration of his use of dialogue for this purpose, 
will form part of the discussion in the following chapter. 
27. 
D 
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III. Characterization 
Whether a narrative work adheres totally to the epic form of pre­
sentation or does in fact exhibit some dramatic qualities may often 
be ascertained from the method or methods of character building the­
writer employs to the greatest effect, or most frequently within the 
frame ork of his story. For this reason it is valid to include in our 
investigation of Kleist • s  dramatic narrative technique in Das Erdbeben 
in Chili an examination of the means of  characterization he employs 
to bring his figures to life. 
Such an examination can scarcely be undertaken without at least 
a general outline of those methods which are open to the epic and 
dramatic writers. For both there exist two basic possibilities of 
character portrayal, the direct and indirect forms. For the sake of 
convenience and to avoid possible complication, we shall refer briefly 
initially to their features in epic writing and subsequently to those 
in the drama. 
In the epic genre direct characterization takes place when the 
writer himself comments upon a person within his story or builds up 
character by reporting on the inner feelings or states of mind of  his 
characters, his presence being perceptible within the work. It is to 
be seen, too, where one figure within the narrative makes a statement 
about, or describes another, and finally where one person characterizes 
himself, giving a subjective impression of his own nature. With indi­
rect characterization, the epic writer has the opportunity of disap­
pearing behind his figures, allowing their personalities to unfold 
29 . 
by way of their o n  action and speech. 
It has been stated above that the same two possibilities are open 
to the dramatist. It mus t be recognized, however, that the nature of 
tne genre itself rest ricts him not merely as regards the formulation 
of direct speech, as we have already observed in t he previous chap­
ter, 1) out limits his scope where t he first means of characterization 
is concerned. The dramatist stands imperceptibly and invisibly behind 
his work, and this makes the direct portrayal of character by the dra-
matint's own comments a most impossible, with the exception of the 
limited medium of st�ge directions and t he rare i tervention of  a 
stage manager. This leave"' only two means of depictii1g a personage ' s  
nature directly: by one figure's explicit stating of : is opinion of 
another, and by one character's speaking about himself in a monologue 
or to other characters in the drama. 
Since the dramatist is unable to report inner feelinJs and reactions 
directly, he is forced to adopt a means whereby these can be conveyed to, 
and made visible and intelligible to the spectator who is able to  judge 
the person on the stage only from the auditorium. The means the dra­
matist utilizes for this purpose are those of the action and speech 
of his characters, or, as Gustav �reytag puts it, of speech, tone 
gesture : " ede, Ton, Gebarde 11
2 ) ; from these the reader or spectator 
has t o  work out their nature for himself. It is the latt er, the in­
direct form of character delineation, that Kate Friedemann3 obviously 
considers t he most significant for t he drama, the direct method being 
only of secondary importance, whi st in the epic genre the reverse situa-
tion applies. She does not claim that vhere the indirect fo m of 
R 
) 
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characterization or one person ' s  evaluations of another appear in the 
epic genre these are unimportant for the formulation of character, but 
rather, that the epic writer also has other means at his disposal . 'Vhen 
the indirect and more dramatic means is employed exclusively, and here 
we may add the qualifying phrase, to a large or significant degree, 
the story loses its epic quality. 
With the afore-mentioned types of characterization in mind, our 
initial step will be to provide a general illustration of the methods 
of characterization in Kleist's Das Erdbeben in Chili. No attempt will 
yet be made to concentrate on one specific character; this will follow, 
with the analysis of two of the more complex figures, Don Fernando and 
his polar opposite, Pedrillo. 
Direct characterization is most definitely present in the Novelle. 
On occasions the author will comment upon a figure, and here we come 
face to face with one aspect of Kleist ' s  ambivalent style. On the one 
hand these statements may put forward what may be interpreted as 
Kleist • s  own opinion or evaluation of a character, as in the case of 
his reference to Donna Elvire as "diese treffliche Dame"
4) . She is 
indeed a lady of excellence whose ethical quality is previously borne 
out by her own action and in particular by her kindly gesture to. ards, 
and treatment of Josephe.5 ) 
On the other hand sorae of his direct comments may be considered to 
be ironical or to constitute not his own opinion but rather that of 
a person or group within the narrative, as with his allusion to Josephe 
as "die junge Silnderin 11
6) . This statement is placed near the beginning 
31 . 
of the Novelle and it soon becomes apparent that society deems her a 
sinner and convicts her for having given birth to an illegit ' nate 
child; her subsequent behaviour, too, as the reader perceives it, is 
at variance with the statement. It is interesting to note that Wolfgang 
Kayser points to the provision of false or misleading information as 
a device frequent ly employed in the drama to heighten tension. ?) 
In places Kleist actually sees what is going on in the hearts and 
minds of his characters and states their emotions directly, standing 
omniscient ly above his work. He reports with reference to Jeronimo: 
11Tiefe Schwermut erfUllte wieder seine Brust; sein Gebet fing ihn zu 
reuen an, und fiirchterlich schien ihm das �esen, das Uber den Wolken 
waltet . 11
8 ) 
Sometimes direct characterization occurs in the Novelle when one 
figure's opinion or impression of another is expressed, such an in-
stance being Jeronimo's assessment of the raging crowd in "Ihr Un­
menschlichen! "9) It is true to say that direct character portrayal by 
means of self characterization does not appear in the Novelle at all. 
Of special significance for our study is tne fact that Kleist em-
ploys that most objective means defined above, indirect characteriza-
tion. 
The first technique he uses is the description of general movements, 
gesture and movements of parts of the body expressing an emotion , idea 
or intention, or illustrating what is being said, and facial expressions. 
o� .:.nfrequentl� ce tcin t raits may be disce nib e from t e move-
me_ t of a figure. �hethe he hurries or hesitates, fo� example, or 
acts ras ly and impu si e y often reflects his reactions to tne parti-
c lar si u..._tion in ' . ich he finds h · mse f an, rovides an ext er a 
manifestatio of . is innnr frame of mind at that moment. 
T1"0 st.,...iking instances of hast movement are to be seen · n eroni-
mo • s  s iding out of the prison and subsequ t �cramb ing over the 
rubble left by t. e earthquake, botH of w ich nirror h.:.s sheer terror. 
Only the .irst need be c · ted here: " itternd, mit str''ubende.1 Haaren, 
und Knieen, die unter i m brechen wollten, glit t Jeronimo i.ibe den 
1 • f t F r:i, h ' d '"'ff , ,1 o )  scnie gesen en u1� o An  nw�b, er � nung zu, • • •  
The an rJ mob's haltin� their action after Jeronimo &ives his own 
·aentity is a betraya o their conf sion � d perple ·ty at t .  e unAx-
pected announcement: " er • i.itende .aufen, durch die ·:u�erun0 Jeronimo 
ver •irrt, 11 otutzte; " 
Jeronimo•s father ' o  rash movement of striking his ovn so. to the 
12 ground •,it .u a c u demonstrates fury and a violent disposition • 
.., �  
Gesture ;) and expressions o .... t e cou tenance pla · a no less imper-
t ant role in the presentation of c,1aracter in Das Erd eben in C i  i. 
·.at these appear some of the fe v references K P.ist i akes to tne p y-
sic� �eatures of ia fi6ures hysic�l ch��acteristics are seldom 
deacribed eitner or tneir o •n sake or minutely, as they are in the 
writ ' gs of mhomas ann, for examp e, b t in typica dra a ic fas ion 
they seem especially mean'n5ful when ney demonstrate movement or 
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ref ect ou ward y st o g emotions or a particular disposi ion. ' o  
exceptions, o 'ever, hie must not o unre5istered are the entio s 
of Do na 1 ire's wounded feet a d  �on Pedro ' s  shoulder o nd ic . 
do not offer a nint to ny particular traits ut are incorporated 
really only as a mea s of identification. 
love . en s o the limbs and of parts of the body are 11orthj of at-
tention, and here ¥e may poi t to onna E vire as a not�b e example. 
Her claspin of osephe' s  h d and e si0nalling are · nt n ied to make 
the latter a·scontinue her sad tale and at t e same tj e reveal furt er 
lvire ' s  pi+y, � , passion and unde standing or others : "Donna E vire 
er riff i re Hand, und dr· ·ckte sie, nd winkte ihr, zu schweige . 
14 
One gesture hich throw light upon a certain quality of Jeron�mo ' s  
is that of his taking Josephe by the arm. 15) o indication is given in 
the entire Novelle that he is of nob e birth, as it is with Donna Jo-
sephe, Don �ernando and his relatives, so ¥e may assume that he is not . 
It remains true, hough, that this is a cou�tly gesture, one �ith which 
Kleist as a member of t e noble class would have been familia�, and 
su gests that Jeronimo is polite and pos�esses at least an inner no-
bility and ch:v �ous manner. 
Vi onna Elisabeth, Kleist emp oys mo eu ent of part of t e body 
as a means of rendering an emotion visible exte�na y . Front t is lady ' s  
. er anxiety :s c�early manifested. 
o provide o e inal example and to 5 " ve some indication of the 
diver it of ee i O and traits K eist expresses indirectly oy re 
ferri g o p: ysical attriuutes, e sha obae ve t e ca 1 in he 
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final phase of the work. His quivering hands, raised heavenwards, 
display religious fanaticism and imply that he is an agitator: "• · •  
seine zitternden, vom Chorhemde weit umflossenen Hande hoch gen Himmel 
erhebend • •• 1117) 
Of facial expressions perhaps the most striking in this Novelle and 
indeed the most consistently and widely used throughout all of Kleist's 
stories are those of growing pale and blushing. They may well have been 
a personal experience of the writer himself18 ) and reveal an assortment 
of emotions. 
Turning pale signifies deep shock and horror in the case of one 
anonymous person who, after the earthquake, is reported to be "bleich 
wie der Tod"19) , and it constitutes an outward show of fear with Don 
Fernando in the third phase of the Novelle.
20) The two instances of 
blushing in Das Erdbeben in Chili, again both coming from Don Fernando, 
are a manifestation on the one hand of indignation21) and on the other 
of rage
2 2 ) , and these, together with the latter example of turning 
pale, will be alluded to again later when the character study of the 
afore-u1entioned figure is undertaken. 
The use of expressions of the countenance as a means of indirect 
character portrayal is not limited to blanching and turning red. When 
Donna Elisabeth whispers to Don Fernando on the way to the cathedral, 
Kleist draws attention to her distraught expression which betrays her 
deep anxiety and fear: "Donna Elisabeth fuhr fort, ihm mit verstortem 
Gesicht ins Ohr zu zischeln. 1123) 
It  is  applicable to draw at tention here to the fact that, as in 
the above case, Kleist sometimes adds to the mere mention of both 
gesture and facial expression, by way of a qualifying word or phrase 
and thereby gives the reader a clue t owards the proper interpretation. 
Kleist's use of the indirect method of character building in Das 
Erdbeben in Chili is not confined to his description of movement s, 
gesture and facial expressions which have formed the object of the 
discussion above. Speech, his second technique of indirect characteri­
zation, is also to be found frequently in the Novelle. We may distin­
guish two categories. The first and most obvious category, and the 
only method in fact available to t he dramatist, is direct speech, the 
second is that of indirect or reported speech, which in the case of 
Kleist we may feel justified in including as a means of indirect 
characterization; our reason for this will emerge later. 
The use of direct speech as a means of indirect characterization 
is one function of speech purposely omitted from the previous chapter, 
for when it is considered in this capacity any embellishments, any 
references to such things as tone and gesture which not infrequently 
accompany it , cannot be left out of account. Light may certainly be 
shed on a figure simply by what he says and by the syntactical form 
in which the content gains expression, but the tone and any simulta­
neous or associated gestures may reinforce and accentuate the meaning 
of the words spoken. 
It  is by the means of direct speech that some aspects of Josephe's 
nature are highlighted: '! . . so sagte sie: 'ich schwieg - aus einem andem 
35. 
Grunde, Don Fernando; in diesen schrecklichen Zeiten weigert sich 
niemand, von dem , was er besitzen mag, mitzuteilen' : und nahm den 
kleinen Fremdling, indem sie ihr eigenes Kind dem Vater gab, und legte 
ihn an ihre Brust. 112
4) Her words t hemselves show her to  be a polite 
and courteous person in that she addresses the newcomer by his tit le 
and name, and from her belief that things should be shared in times 
of hardship, she appears concerned for others, whilst her subsequent 
generous action of taking and feeding the child provides a practical 
demonstration of her sentiment s .  
Direct speech serves also as one method of characterizing t he 
crowd : "Er i s  t der Vater l schrie eine Stimme; und : er i s  t 
Jeronimo Rugera ! eine andere; und : sie s i n d die gott eslasterli-
chen Menschen! eine dritte; und :  s teinigt sie! steinigt sie! die ganze 
im Tempel Jesu versammelte Christenheit ! 11
25) 
The content of these statement s reveals the name of the person 
whom t he mob accuse and towards whom t heir wrath is directed, t heir 
downright �udgment of the people we know to  be Jeronimo and Josephe, 
and their merciless and ruthless suggestion of dealing with t he situ-
ation. The form, the succinct exclamations following in quick succes-
sion, emphasizes their intolerance and frenzy. Even t he tone of voice 
is not omitted, but this important factor which would be discernible 
on the stage in tl e spoken words themselves, is indicated by both the 
verb 11schrie 11, inserted immediately after t he first statement, and 
the exclamation marks underlining the determination of t he speakers .. 
One of Donna Constenze's utterances affords an example of how 
37. 
speec , to e and esture combi e to give a fo� eful expression of 
e otion: 11 ronna vonstanze rief, indem sie an eronimos Armen zuckte: 
26 
on .,..,ern ando ? ' '  
GonstanzP. addresses Don Fernando, the brevit of .er remark poin-
tin0 to her inner terror, w .il t her frig".tened tone, i icated y 
t e same means as i was in the previous example, and er significa t 
gesture of tugging at eronimo's arm do not go unmentioued. The gestu 
�l&ced bet een t e e  p icit reference to tone and the direct speecn 
�tvelf, can be understood as being simu taneous with the ords spoken, 
as t .e su ordinate con junction ' inderr.' 1 shows, and may be cor 1pared to 
d . + . 
27 1.rec ion mhese components together ive a strong impr s-
ion o her disturbed frame of m " nd. 
t may se m incong uous to include reported speec as a means of 
i direct characterizatio 1, because i+ constitutes a repor+ of t e 
28) a t. or and as an objectivizing tendency. as ,olfgan J(ayser obs er-
ves, however, it is not unus al in Kleist's narrative �orks for it 
o e accompunied by indications of fac·a1 expre sions, tone and 
gesture. .here t ese ari:> prese 1t :e ma say that Kleist is almo.:,t 
al o• in his characters to speak. t iv a so �or hy of a passin0 
men+ · on �hat some cases of " ndirect speech, 1uestions in particul�r, 
are introduced, as iith direct s eech, by a co on and are completed 
by the punctuation m� h t  at ould be used were the ·ords in the direct 
for , giving a efin�te i lJsion th t the fi0ure i� speaking. 
It is th ou h the me iure o: inni-ect speech, unde ined oy a gest re 
ex ibitin0 ent usiasm, t at Josep e's deep rel " gious fait is exposed: 
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"Josephe auBert e, indem sie mit einiger Begeist erung sogleich aufstand, 
daB sie den Drang, ihr Ant litz vor dem Schopfer in den Staub zu legen, 
niemals lebhafter empfunden habe, als eben jetzt, wo er seine unbegreif­
liche und erhabene Macht so entwickle. 1129) 
Don Fernando ' s  invitation to Josephe and J eronimo to join his own 
family group, recorded in the form of an indirect question, pro� ides 
proof of his capaci ty for gratitude and generosity: " Don Fernando 
• •• fragt e :  ob sie sich nicht mit ihm zu jener Gesellschaft verfiigen 
wollten, wo eben jetzt beim Feuer ein kleines Friihstiick bereit et  wer­
de? ,,30) 
His indirect reply to Elisabeth when hey are going to the cathe-
dral, is set in a form reminiscent of direct speech; it shows his 
decisiv eness and his displeasure, and constitutes an assurance that 
his wife need have no worry: 11 • • •  er ant wortete: es ware gut! Donna 
Elvire mochte sich beruhigen; und fiihrt e seine Dame weit er. - 1131 ) 
An important factor emerging from our general illustration of the 
means of charact erization Kleist employs in Das Erdbeben in Chili is 
the evidence that he makes use of, but does not adhere solely t o, the 
direct method more typical of the epic writ er. Our examples prove that 
he utilizes e very means of indirect charact erization, general movement, 
bodily actions, facial expressions, direct and - we add - indirect 
speech. These are neither used sparingly, nor are they limit ed to a 
few figures; this already suggests that he sees and describes his 
charact ers in the Novelle, at least t o  a certain ext ent, in a manner 
customary to the dramatist. Such findings cannot be complet e  or 
t 
-
39 . 
conclusive, however, without an analysis of several individual figures, 
and so we proceed to the second step of our investigation where we 
shall concentrate on the character itself. To avoid continued repeti-
tion, explicit mention as to whether a trait is brought out by the 
direct or indirect methods will be provided only when necessary, as 
these have been outlined already. 
The first of the individual figures to be studied is Don Fernando, 
who enters the narrative in the second phase of the Novelle. As is 
apparent from our findings at the end of the previous chapter,32) he 
ranks amongst the most prominent figures of the work, attention being 
focussed upon him at the moment of, and immediately subsequent to 1his 
entry, then just prior to his departure for, and when en route to the 
cathedral, and finally within and outside this place of worship where 
he emerges as the hero, as the author himself indicates. 33) 
Don Fernando is introduced by Kleist in a direct way. He is a young, 
well dressed man ho appears bearing a child on his arm and steps up 
to Josephe, from which we may ascertain that he is both protective 
and well -mannered by nature: 11 • • •  als ein junger wohlgekleideter Mann, 
mit einem Kinde auf dem Arm, zu Josephen trat, und sie mit Bescheiden-
heit fragte: ob sie diesem armen Wurme, dessen Mutter dort unter den 
Baumen beschadigt liege, nicht auf kurze Zeit ihre Brust reichen 
olle? 113
4 ) When he starts to speak, his modest request for a little 
sustenance for the child whose sorry state he stresses provides proof 
that our initial impression has been correct. The traits already iso-
w 
w 
4o . 
lated are not the only ones of Fernando's to be brought to light at 
the time of his entry; Kleist informs us directly that he is grateful 
for the generosity shown towards him by Josephe, and this capacity 
for gratitude is immediately substantiated and underlined by Don Fer-
nando's own generous and hospitable invitation to the couple to join 
the group, where food is being prepared : "Don Fernando war sehr dank-
bar fur diese Glite, und fragte: ob sie sich nicht mit ihm zu jener 
Gesellschaft verfligen wollten, wo eben jetzt beim Feuer ein kleines 
Friihstiick bereitet werde?"35 ) 
Our next significant meeting with him is not until the decision is 
being made to go to the cathedral, at which point two statements, one 
by Kleist himself ("In Don Fernandos Gesellschaft • • •  113
6) ) and the other 
by Elvire ( "Sie [Donna Elvire) • • • rief Don Fernando auf, die Gesell­
schaft zu flihren • • • 1137) ) , provide evidence that the figure under dis-
cussion possesses the quali ty of leadership. 
His nobility and chivalry are stressed too: "Hierauf bot Don Fer-
nando, dem die ganze Wlirdigkeit und Anmut ihres Betragens sehr gefiel, 
ihr den Arm; "3S ). These are manifested outwardly by his aristocratic 
and protective gesture of offering Josephe his arm, but are evident 
also from the report that he appreciates the aesthetic qualities of 
the young woman and is struck by her grace and dignity, qualities 
which bring to mind Schiller ' s essay 11Uber Anmut und Wlirde" and give 
us to understand that Kleist conceives of Josephe in terms of Schil­
ler's 11schone Seele 11. 39) It is therefore both by the indirect and 
direct means that some of his noble characteristics are exposed here. 
Not to go unmentioned are Don Fernando ' s  reactions to the suggestion 
brought by his sister-in-law when the group is making its way to the 
cathedral: "Don Fernando stieg eine Rote des Unwillens ins Gesicht; er 
antwortete: es ware gut ! Donna Elvire mochte sich beruhigen; und flihrte 
seine Dame weiter.- 11
40) What Elisabeth says is not disclosed to us and 
we can only deduce that her words contain a warning not to proceed; the 
repugnance such advice holds for Don Fernando arouses deep emotion which 
is visible on his face in the form of an angry flush (here Kleist pro-
vides a key as to how the expression is to be interpreted) , pointing 
to the fact that he is a person of determination who does not welcome 
any change of plan. His subsequent action of continuing on his way re-
gardless is proof that he adheres steadfastly to what he is convinced 
is correct and will fulfil the task assigned to him fearlessly, and 
it provides visible evidence about something that has been reported 
directly before, namely that he is the leader. 
The final phase of the Novelle is most meaningful for the characte-
rization of Don Fernando. His first words in this section, spoken, as 
Kleist himself tells us, with emphasis and stealth, highlight traits 
not previously exposed: "Doch dieser antwortete so nachdrlicklich und 
doch so heimlich, wie sich beides verbinden lieB: ·�ie schweigen, Donna, 
Sie rlihren auch den Augapfel nicht, und tun, als ob Sie in eine Ohn­
macht versanken; worauf wir die Kirche verlassen. 11
4 1 ) With a turn of 
phrase befitting a person of his station, Don Fernando puts forward 
to Donna Constanze a plan of action whereby he hopes to get his little 
group to safety; and from this we conclude that he is the thinker, the 
strategist, the one who gives practical advice; but it is not only 
advice that he is prepared to provide. His later gesture of preventing 
Josephe and his own lit tle son from falling to the ground indicates 
his readiness to lend even physical support if it is required: 11 • • • daB 
sie mit Don Fernandos Sohne zu Boden getaumelt ware, wenn dieser sie 
nicht gehalten hat te. 11
42 ) Similarly, his placing his arm around Josephe 
as he quest ions the sanity of the mob and informs them of his name and 
status in the town, is a revelation of, and in fact underlines his 
loving concern for, and protection towards others: "Seid ihr wahnsinnig? " 
rief der Jungling, und schlug den Arm um Josephen: 11 ich bin Don Fernando 
Ormez, Sohn des Kornmandanten der Stadt, den ihr alle kennt. 11
43) 
I t  is brought out in this part of the scene, mainly by the indirect 
method of characterization, that Don Fernando provides strength in ad-
versity for his family and friends . We gather, however, that he is 
capable of experiencing fear and doubt, as is apparent when he is in 
danger of being mistaken for Jeronimo. His fear is nowhere stated ex-
plicitly, but is visible on his face by his turning pale (for once 
Kleist gives us no guide as to how this expression is to be interpreted) 
and made evident by his subsequent act ion of looking uncertainly at 
Jeronimo and then at the crowd for confirmation of his identity: "Don 
Fernando erblaEte bei dieser Frage. Er sah bald den Jeronimo schlichtern 
an, bald liberflog er die Versammlung, ob nicht einer sei, der ihn 
4 4 ) kenne? 1 1  
With the new situation arising after Jeronimo's surrender and the 
arrival o f  the marine officer who gives the posit ive identit y  of Fer-
nando, the latter loses all trace of his fear : 11 • • •  so antwortete dieser 
[non �ernandol , nun vollig befreit, mit wahrer heldenmUtiger Besonnen­
heit: 11Ja, sehen Sie, Don Alonzo, die Mordknechte! Ich ware verloren 
42. 
gewesen, wenn dieser wlirdige Mann sich nicht, die rasende Menge zu 
beruhigen, flir Jeronimo Rugera ausgegeben hatte. Verhaften Sie ihn, 
wenn Sie die Glite haben wollen, nebst dieser jungen Dame, zu ihrer 
beiderseitigen Sicherheit; und diesen Nichtswlirdigen", indem er Mei­
ster Pedrillo ergriff, 11der den ganzen Aufruhr angezettelt hat! 1 1
45) He 
answers now, we are told, with heroic composure or presence of mind 
which is clearly manifested by tne command he has over, and the elo-
quence of his words themselves . They leave us with the impression t hat 
he is an astute judge of character, a trait made evident by his assess-
ment of the raging crowd, his recognition of the quality of Jeronimo, 
who in fact strikes him in the same manner Josephe has previously, and 
by the emphasis he gives to the odious and negative character of Pedril-
lo . He knows how to speak ambiguously so as not to endanger Jeronimo. 
He also has a strong sense of justice in that he demands the arrest of 
the innocent couple for their own safety, and the cobbler ' s  for his part 
in t he disturbance. 
Fernando ' s  subsequent action and speech show his readiness t o  take 
responsibility onto his shoulders without hesitation: "Don Fernando 
nahm die beiden Kinder und sagte :  er wolle eher umkommen, als zugeben, 
da.B seiner Gesellschaft etwas zu Leide geschehe . 1 1
46) He takes t he t wo 
children, his words demonstrating his willingness t o  risk and sacrifice 
his own life selflessly for the safety of the other members of his par-
ty, and it is precisely this scorn for danger, this willingness to 
sacrifice himself, that is revealed again later when we observe him, 
glaring with rage about the unjust killing of Donna Constanze, drawing 
and wielding his sword: "Don Fernando, als er Constanzes Leichnam er­
blickte, gllihte vor Zorn ; er zog und sch ang das Schwert •• • 11
4
7 )  
44 . 
It is not surprising that on the penul timate page of the Novelle 
Kleist intervenes directly, calling Don Fernando 11dieser gottliche 
Held". This entitles us to see him as the real hero of the final phase: 
"Don Fernando, dieser gottliche Held, stand jetzt, den Riicken an die 
Kirche gelehnt; in der Linken hielt er die Kinder, in der Rechten das 
Schwert. Mit jedem Hiebe wetterstrahlte er einen zu Boden; ein Lowe 
wehrt sich nicht besser. 11
48 ) 
To comprehend why he is specifically a "divine" hero, we may point 
initially to two personal confessions of Kleist • s  expressed in letters, 
one was written on 16. 9. 1800 to Vilhelmine von Zenge when he was under 
the influence of Kant, in which he exto the fulfilling of one's 
duty
49) as being something "divine" in man, the other, written after 
the Kant crisis, in which he claims that life is only of value when we 
are prepared to sacrifice it. 50 ) Secondly, we may point to the Novelle 
itself where Kleist • s  own code of life appears expressed in the middle 
section in which are enumerated the noble qualities and virtues people 
have gained after the earthquake . They are worth quoting: 11 • • •  Beispiele 
von ungeheuern Taten: Menschen, die man sonst in der Gesellschaft wenig 
geachtet hatte, hatten RomergroBe gezeigt; Beispiele zu Ha fen von Un-
erschrockenheit, von freudiger Verachtung der Gefahr, von Selbstverleug-
nung und d e r g o t t 1 i c h e n A u f o p f e r u n g , v o n 
u n g e s a u m t e r v e g w e r f u n g d e s L e b e n  s , als 
ob es, dem nichtswUrdigsten Gute gleich, auf dem nachsten Schritte 
schon wiedergefunden wiirde . 1151 )  
These ethical qualities which Kleist himself admired so much, and 
in particular those of "divine" self-sacrifice5
2 ) and readiness to 
l 
hrow o Le's life a�ay �re prec"se y t e ones we nave seen o Ferna do 
ive up o. dee they form the basis of hib character an have been 
exposed already by is speech and ac ion and by some comments of the 
aut or hi self. ":e may say t at Kleist' s direct eva uation of er ando 
as "dieser got iche Held" epitomizes and s 1 mmarizes his ua-ities, 
qua-lties whic are no ess evident from the manner in which • e  observe 
him subsequent y, stand'n0 efensive J beside the church ·ith the c 1il-
dren. Kleist'o comp risen o r 7ernando's fi5nting to hat of a lion, 
that fable anima of nobil"ty, strength and courage, serves to  rein-
force them further. 
Once the t umu t has subsided and his "divine hero'' c3.tches si5ht 
of his ittle son yin dead before im, he raises is eyes to  heaven 
in a gaze full of name ess pain: " on Fernando, als er seinen kleinen 
uan vor sich iege. sah, mi aus em Hirne vorq�e le en ar , ob, 
vo l namenloaen Sc erzes, seine :ugen gen Himmel. , 53 
Such a -j 0nificant gesture must not be left o of account; c:JI1y 
a tempt, however, to get at the full meaning is impossible, 54 and 
this is apparent from the very fact that K eist cal s the se iment 
expressed in the gaze "namenlos' . It is al -embracin0, immeasurable 
and indefina1 e, and for this reason we may eel justi ied in compari g 
it to  ,lkmene's ' ch! "55 at the end of Kleist's .i,.mphitryo • 
The fina re erence to  on �ernando i to  e ound in t he epi ogue. 
He and hio wife a op itt e hi ipp for e · r own son, d we ear 
t h  .... t , w en cornparin his ne y acquired on "ith his ow lit tle Juan 
and t e dif1erent ays they came to im, t e hero a most co siders e 
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46. 
has reason to feel glad: 11 • • •  und wenn Don Fernando Philippen mit Juan 
verglich, und wie er beide er ·orben hatte, so war es ihm fast, als 
mliBt er sich freuen. 1�6 Thus we see reported at the end that this 
person who embodies the noble and ethical qualities outlined above 
has the capacity to overcome his sorrow and pain and begin anew (as 
understood by the "fast" and the subjunctive mood of the verb) , al­
though he still feels sorrow and pain in his heart. 
Finally, in this chapter, we turn to an investigation of Pedrillo 
who, unlike Don Fernando, does not make his appearance until the third 
phase of the NoveJ le. We become acquainted initially with Pedrillo who, 
we are subsequently informed, is a cobbler by trade, has worked for 
Josephe and knows her well, by a question which he himself shouts at 
Don Fernando : "Don Fernando Ormez? rief, dicht vor ihn hinge st ell t, 
ein Schuhflicker, der flir Josephen gearbeitet hatte, und diese wenig­
stens so genau kannte, als ihre kleinen FliBe. 1�?) He is standing right 
in front of Don Fernando, and his tone, together with his position, 
suggests that he is a noisy, insolent and impudent fell ow who possesses 
none of the politeness of the person he is addressing. 
Our unfavourable first impression is reinforced by his movement 
of turning towarcs Josephe to inquire about the identity of the father 
of the child she holds, a movement Kleist reports as being carried out 
"mit frechem Trotz. 115
8) 
It is obvious also that he is an aggressive agitator, when, dis-
satisfied with Josephe's reply, he asks the crowd whether anyone knows 
the young man. 
) 
It is significant that such unpleasant traits do not escape the 
attent ion of  Don Fernando v.rho describes him directly as 11diesen Nichts­
wlirdigen • • •  , der den ganzen Au fruhr angezett elt hat ! "59) The name he 
at tributes to the cobbler, composed of the word ("wlirdig") he employs 
for both Jeronimo and Josephe
60 ) prefixed by the negat ive "nichts" 
indicates that Pedrillo is to be understood as the complete antithesis 
of the afore-ment ioned couple and we may say, too, of Fernando himself 
as his character study reveals him, whilst the subordinate clause gives 
direct expression to his role as the instigator of  the trouble. It must 
be noted that these qualit ies are already perfectly evident from t he 
cobbler's speech and actions. 
Nhen Pedrillo requests the marine officer to state honestly whether 
the young lady is actually Josephe, yet another facet of  his nature 
is exposed: "Der Schuster rief: Don Alonzo Onoreja, ich frage Euch 
auf Euer ewissen, ist dieses Madchen nicht Josephe Asteron? 11
61 > . 
Like Don Fernando, he has an aptitude to evaluate character. He appa-
rently judges the marine officer quite correctly t o  be a scrupulously 
honest man. By appealing to him to reply on his conscience, Pedrillo 
mani fests a cunning to exploit others and to manipulate them to his 
own advantage. 
Immediately following the un:ortunate death of  Donna Const anze, his 
words, in which he cast igates the mob for having killed her instead 
of Josephe and demands that the lat ter be sought out and put t o  death, 
evince mercilessness, ruthlessness, and insensit ivity: 11Warum belogen 
sie uns ! ant wortete der Schuster ; sucht die rechte auf, und bringt sie 
um 1 11
62) Unlike Don Fernando he is not prepared to sacrifice himself for 
G 
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others but will readily take other's lives. In fact, this figure whom 
6-z) Kleist designates as 11 den fanatischen ordknecht ! "  ./ appears to have 
a distinct sense of self-preservation, as is clearly understood from 
his deft act ion of avoid ing the blo , from Don Fernando. 
Confirmation of his brutality comes with his gesture of striking 
Josephe down with a club, but this revenge is not enough. He demands 
that the child share the same fate as his mother and pushes forward 
actively: 11  • • •  schickt ihr den Bastard zur Holle nach! rief er, und 
drang, mit noch ungesattigter Mordlust, von neuem vor. 11
6 4) By mentio-
ning explicitly Pedrillo's unsatisfied desire for revenge, Kleist incor-
porates an aid for our interpretation of his forward movement, but we 
may maintain that this desire is actually discernible from Pedrillo's 
own preceding words. 
A little before Pedrillo 's  final action Kleist evaluates him, cal­
ling him 11der Furst der satanischen Rotte. 1 1
65) As Benno von Wiese 
points out, this stands in contrast to Don Fernando who is "dieser 
gottliche Held 11,
66) and we may consider that this offers conclusive 
evidence that Pedrillo constitutes his direct opposite. His words and 
actions and the few instances of direct revelation of his nature show 
him to be totally devoid of the ethical qualities of Fernando, and this 
is in effect substantiated by our final vision of him. The drastic 
action he performs, brutally killing a child, seems to concentrate in 
it all the worst traits of this absolutely despicable character: "Doch 
Meister Pedrillo ruhte nicht eher, als bis er die Kinder eines bei den 
Beinen von seiner Brust gerissen, und, hochher im Kreise geschwungen, 
an eines Kirchpfeilers Ecke zerschmettert hatte. "
67) 
Our general illustration of the methods of characterization em­
ployed in Das Erdbeben in Chili provides evidence, as has already been 
stated, that Kleist does not restrict himself to the direct form, more 
common for the epic writer, but uses the indirect means in all its 
aspects and for many figures, not merely for those of outstanding im­
portance in the work. From our step by step analysis of the two anti­
thetical figures of Don Fernando and Pedrillo, whose qualities need 
not be mentioned again, emerges the fact that both forms of characte­
rization are utilized in the portrayal of these individual figures 
also, but it is striking that the indirect method of character buil­
ding occurs at least as often as the direct form, indeed more fre­
quently, and it may be added that in many instances a direct reference 
to the nature of Don Fernando and Pedrillo serves to emphasize or put 
into concrete terms characteristics which have already been revealed 
or are brought out subsequently by the action and speech of the figures 
themselves. In view of our findings for the two stages of investigation 
in this chapter, which point to the wide use of indirect characteriza­
tion throughout the Novelle and its predominance at least in the por­
trayal of those individual characters studied, we may conclude that in 
Das Erdbeben in Chili Kleist manifests a tendency to view his figures 
and to present their natures in a manner more readily associated with 
the dramatist. 
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IV. The Spic Scene 
Features simil�r to those discussed in the three previous chapters : 
expositionary factors, speech and aspects of characterization ike move-
ment, gestures, and facial expressions, may, together with other elements, 
form components of a larger entity within the narrative : the epic scene. 
Hence the fourth main chapter �ill be devoted to Kleist's use of the 
epic scene in as Erdbeben in Chili. Robert Petsch has made the follo-
wing comment about the No velle writer in general: '' nter a len epischen 
Dichtern ist der ovellist am meisten zum 'Szenenseher' berufen. 1 11 The 
not infrequent references by literary historians such as Hans Kreutzer
2 
and Karl Conrady3) to specific scenes in Kleist ' s  Novellen suggest that 
he 1as a propensity for arranging his material into scenes. The epic 
scene constitutes one of the more immediately obvious points of simila-
rity a narrative can have to the drama, for, although it is a recogn·­
zable epic form,
4) it has many features in common with its counterpart 
in the dramatic genre, and, as in the case of indirect characterization, 
the frequency with which it occurs in a narrative often contributes to 
an indication of the dramatic q ality of the work in question. 
Our met od of investigation will be to isolate any scenes in Das 
Erdbeben in hili, to provide an illustration of their properties, and 
to interpret two in detail. In an attempt to facilitate this task, e 
shal define the epic scene in general terms first, basing our defini-
tion pon the scholarly works of obert Petsch,5 
6 
Volfgang Kayser 
and Eberhard Lammert7 , and alludin5 sometimes to features of the 
dramatic scene. 
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• he e ic wri e is ab e to s rvey his stor .rom a height and to 
take a r�noramic vie· of his material. He may a o s im o er extended 
periods of time without affectin6 the conti ity of his work in the 
least, u occa.,iona y e dll break the flo of his arrative and 
concentrate · is attention u on one episode thich for �ome reason ·e-
serves t o  be exposed ful y. At s ic . times he creates a s c e e 
8)  
in � hie . action progresses in a inear fashion to· ards the point where 
t ne broad narrative c n be aken up a ain. 
Unlike the scene in the drama vhich nfold before the spectator's 
eyes by mea s of the words and actions of the cha1acters on the sta5e, 
and are perhaps enhanced by a stage set, the e�ic �cene i., built up from 
report , description, and dia o ue9 > , sonetimes from a 1 three 
It is a feat re of the epic scene t at it .ust be set in one place 
specification of the p ace of action, which may be ana o ous to a 
b-,c drop, and of the time o act · on i- often provided in an exposition 
at, or near the be5inning of, the scene. 
n t e broad narrative a writer maJ cover a number of years in a 
fe 1 pages; in the epic scene t e time it takes to read of an event 
( 1 1 -:rza lzeit " and t e time narrated ( '  erza lte LJeit ' ' ) , the duratio 
of the even in minutes or hourE", uay often be almost identical or 
attain a remar ably close union. 
10 
Such an accord is present in the 
drama, .vnere a scene e acted in fi teen minutes for example, can por-
tray events .. ,hi h last for fi.i.. teen minutes only an do not ext nd over 
our�, days or months. 
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One or more characters may be present in the epic scene, and their 
actions and gestures, their posi ion in relation to other cha�acters 
or to the scenery, and their speech are meaningful for the seen c q a-
lity. heir comings and goings may provide an indication of the begin-
ning and end of a scene respective y, but as in the open form of the 
1 1  drama many entrances and exits can occur before the scene actually 
draws to a close. 
Having outlined some of its more striking features, e are no able 
to turn to a �onsideration of functions the epic scene may fulfil with-
in the structure of he or� in which it is incorporated. It may be a 
means of tri0gering off the action of the work, or is perhaps inserted 
as an interval scene in the flow of the narrative where i mibht actu-
ally delay the action rather than push it forward. The epic scene can 
serve as a means of creating tensions or reaching decisions and may 
alter the course of action or push it on to• ards the climax. It may 
even form the climax itself. In retrospect it becomes evident that the 
epic scene may fulfil similar functions to poetic motifs, amongst which 
oethe distin uishes in 11 •  er epische und dramatische Dichtung" ( 1 79 7 )  
"vorwarts- und riickwartsschreitende, retardierende, z riick- und vor-
greifende f. otive. 11 
Bearing in mind that an epic scene may, but need not contain a 1 1, 
but only s o m e  of the above features, and usually fulfils one 
m a i n  function within a work, like the ones just mentioned, e 
shall now employ this analysis as a criterion bJ which to isolate any 
epic scenes or passages displaying epic qualities in as Erdbeben in 
hili. 
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(1 The �ork actually begins with a scenic description. This may 
easily be overlooked because it is interr�pted after he opening sen-
tence by a mention of previous events, but Kleist returns to it subse-
quectly with a sentence beginning: "E b e n  stand er, w i e s c h o n  
g e s  a g t , • • •  1112 • Attention focusses upon Jeronimo who is about to 
end his life in his prison cell · hen his plan of action is thwarted by 
a violent earthquake which fills him ith terror and confusion bu 
opens the way for his escape. 13) 
( 2) fter rushing through the city past scenes of devastation and 
c aos and out through a city gate, eronimo climbs a ill where he 
fa s first into a state of unconsciousness. Here we itness him as 
his consciousness returns and his awareness o f  the situation gradually 
gro ·s. Fina y he leaves this place of action to inquire after 
14 osephe. 
; )  Vhen almost ready to 5ive up hope he catches sight of his be-
loved, the scenic description of the moment of their reunion and of 
the period immediate y followin it 1hen Jeronimo becomes acquainted 
with his little son, being broken, as in the first instance, by a re­
port of past events. 15 
(4 The couple then withdraw with little Phil ipp to an idyllic 
spot away from tre rieving multitudes, and Kleist concentrates on 
hem as they rest for he night beneath the spreading branches of the 
pomegranate ree. This constitutes an important part of the rising 
ac ion in the second phase of the ovelle, and it is significant that 
it should be marked by an epic scene.
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( 5  Although the events of the fo lowing morning occur in the same 
locale, we may be justified in tal-cing them for a new scene. It is not 
unheard of in he drama for action to be set in the same place more 
than once, and in this scene time has moved on and a totally different 
situation presents itself, the focus being mainly upon Don Fernando 
and Josephe, and the scene culminating with the atter•s acceptance 
of the newcomer ' s invitation to join his relatives. 17 ) 
( 6 )  After the couple have enjoyed their hospitality for a short 
while and have observed the transformation that has come over many 
citizens in the valley, we follow them as they remove themselves from 
he party, deliberate upon, and plan their future and finally re join 
h . f . d 18 eir rien s. 
( 7 ) In the afternoon of the same day the development of the discus-
sion in Don Fernando's group regarding the wisdom of attending Mass 
holds the reader ' s  interest and exhibits scenic properties. 19) 
( 8 )  Once the decision has been reached, they set out, and even the 
events when the company is en route may be said to manifest scenic 
features; all meaningful action occurs when they pause for a moment 
to listen to Donna Elisabeth ' s  advice. 20) 
( 9  ndaunted by this, Fernando leads them on into the cathedral, 
where Kleist creates a scene by concentrating his attention upon the 
progression of events from a state o f  calm to one of frenzy which puts 
the lives of the group in danger. 21) 
( 10 Alarmed by the situation they move outside the building where 
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the writer continues to employ this scenic method of description until 
after t e tragic climax.
22) 
rom t is isolation of the scenes emerges the striking fact that 
the ·ovelle conta · ns not one or two, as e might expect, but no fewer 
than ten scenes ; some, it is true, do not possess the majority of cha-
racteristics and therefore strictly speaking only a p p r o a c h  the 
epic scene proper. The number of times Kleist uses the scenic method 
of composition becomes especially impressive and remarkable in view of 
the fact that the hole story spans less than sixteen pages in the 
third Sembdner edition. 
hilst the -eneral analysis of the epic scene has enabled us to 
identify these ten scenes in Das Erdbeben in hili, it tells us little 
about their particular properties. Our next step, therefore, will be 
o provide an outline of their characteristics, and for the sake of 
convenience we sha l refer to the scenes from now on by the numbers 
( 1 ) to ( 1 0 ) . 
Consideration must be given initially to the element of place so 
vital for the epic scene. rpon examination it becomes apparent that 
Kleist sets his scenes in a variety of locations both outside and in-
side. There appears one, (2 in the fir�t phase of the Novelle in 
which �ction takes place on a hill outside the city boundary . - Those 
in the middle phase, (3), ( 4), (5), (6 , (7 , have in common the land-. 
scape settinb of the val ey hich resembles tne arden of Eden. It  must 
be stressed, ho ·ever, that with the exception of ( 4  and ( 5) they each 
occur in different locations within the gene�al area. he scene of 
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action for ( 3  is near the stream where osefhe is bathing her child, 
whilst in ( 4  t�e couple withdraw to a more isolated area, the beauti-
ful serene backdrop of nature reflecting their frame of mind at that 
time. It is to this locality that Don =ernando comes in (5 ) . In ( 6 ) 
1e see a similar background, identifiaole by the reference to the pome-
granate trees, but here Jeronimo and Josephe stroll up and down beneath 
the trees in a manner which calls to mind the templar ' s  �ction of wal-
king beneath the palms in I, 5 of Lessing's drama Nathan der .'Jeise. 
Althoueh no specific mention of place is given for Don Fernando ' s  rela-
tives in ( 7 , they occupy yet another spot in the valley; this e kno 
from Fernando ' s  earlier statement to Josephe i (5) in which he indi­
cates the position of his ife: 11 • • • dort unter den Baumen • • •  1 1
23 - In 
the third phase, two scenes are set in the open. One, (8 , occurs hen 
the company is making its way to the cathedral, no specific indication 
of place bein provided . It is stated, though, tha t they have gone 
abo t fifty steps when they are forced to halt; the other, the final 
scene, ( 1 0) , has the crowded forecourt of the cathedral as a background. 
In all, eight of the ten are set ou of doors. 
Action in the remaining two takes place in a covered area, the very 
first scene of the ovelle wi hin the confines of the prison, and the 
penultimate one, ( 9 ) , inside the church of the Dominicans. By choosing 
the Dominican Church Kleist has diverged from true historical facts, 
because in the ilean ear hquake of 1647 the �ominican Convent was 
destroyed, together with all but the church dedicated to San aturnino 
24 and parts o the cathedral. That both the physical earthquake in 
p ase one, and tne earthquake of human souls in p ase three are expe-
rienced initially by characters when they are in a confined space is 
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worthy of note. 
'e proceed now to an investigation of the time factor in these 
scenes, and here the focus will be upon the rela ionship between the 
time of narration ( 11Erzahlzeit 1 and the time narrated ( 11erzahlte 
Zeit 11 • ··;hen these accord , ith each other, they provide one of the 
trues indications possible of the dramatic quality of a scene . Certain-
ly present in Kleist's Novelle are scenes where these factors are not 
in harmony. The events in ( 4  actually take place over any hours. They 
be6in at nigh fall or shortly after ards, and it is only when the day 
is dawning that the lovers fall asleep. In printed space this time occu­
pies a little over ha f a  page ; Kleist compresses time considerably and 
skims over many details, giving, for ex�mple, only a general indication 
of the couple ' s topics of conversation: 11Denn nendliches hatten sie zu 
schnatzen vom Klostergarten und den Gefangnissen, und was sie um einan­
der gelitten hatten • • • 11
25) . Likewise (2 covers less t an half a page, 
whilst the event itself lasts for over fifteen minutes . Explicit mention 
is made of the fact that Jeronimo remains in an unconscious state for 
approximately a quarter of an hour, and it is only from the moment t at 
he starts to regain consciousness that his ac ions and thoughts are 
registered and the scene unfolds. 
To the scenes discussed e may add ( 3 ) and ( 6 )  where there appears 
to be no correspondence between "Erzahlzeit" and "erzahlte Zeit' . In 
the former it is stated before Jeronimo meets Josephe, that the sun is 
setting ; at the end ni5ht as fallen, suggesting that some time has 
elapsed (even hen e take into account the fact that in South America 
night comes on very quickly) , but the amount of action is comparatively 
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little and the majority of space is take up witn the account of Jo-
sephe s experience in the eart quake, a means by hich Kleist succeeds 
in presenting the whole natura catastrophe from a second perspective. 
I the latter, ( 6 ) , covering half a printed page, there is no in ication 
at all of the time the couple leave or rejoin the group, or of how long 
they spend walking up and down. :e do hear of Jeronimo• s moment of re-
fl0ction and that the pair wal about the paths for a while, but Kleist 
gives only vague references to the duration of these things, ma.king it 
impossible for us to ascertain exactly for w at lengt of time they 
continue: 1 1 ach einer kurzen · berlegung gab eronimo der Klugheit die­
ser da�regel seinen Beifall, fiihrte sie noch e i n  w e n  i g, 26 die 
heitern Momente der Zukunft Uberfliegend, in den Gangen umher, und 
kehrte mi ihr zur Gesellschaft zuriick. 11
2 7 ) 
The two final scenes, ( 9 ) and (10) , present instances where, unlike 
the previous examp es, 1 1Erzahlzeit 11 and "erz·;hlte z.eit" are almost but 
perhaps not quite identical. Incorporated into the first of t. ese, (9 , 
is an ccount of the canon ' s  sermon wnich would prob bly have extended 
over a longer period than the report of it in the ovelle. It is inte-
restine; that •hilst his account does fa. 1 within (9) , it is inserted 
befo e the main action is set in motion ; once this begins there is a 
moment by moment account of e proceedings with no importa t details 
om"tted. In the second of the two, (10) , hicn follo•vs on immediate y, 
the action continues in a similar fashion, until Kle · st condenses time 
by utilizing one sentence to indicate a number of simi ar actions by 
Don Fernando ; each instance of his stri�in0 a person down is not noted 
individually: 11Mit jedem Riebe etterstrahlte . B d 
"2 8 ) er einen zu o en; ••• 
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Despite these divergences quite a close relationship does exist 
bet· een "Erzahlzeit" and "erzahlte :..eit". t the beginni:ng of ( 9 ) there 
is a reference to 1 1bei der einbrechende Dammerung 1129 ) , at the end of 
( 1 0 there is o e to 11bei der insternis der einbrechenden Nae t"3o) . 
During the course of the two scenes it has indeed gro�n darker, but 
the fact that the second quotation, like the first, contains a present 
participle indicates that even at the end night is still falling and 
the process is not complete. This suggests that tne whole, (9 and ( 1 0 ) , 
lasts for a number of minutes, almost the time required o read tne 
four pages in which the episode is expressed. 
here exist four scenes, ( 1 ) ,  ( 5  , ( 7  , ( 8 ) , in hich the union 
appears to be even closer than in ( 9) and ( 1 0 . Don Fer ando's encoun-
ter ith Josephe ( 5  takes place within about a minute as do the dis-
cussions in (7 ) , and both fill approximate J three-quarters of a pa e • 
. :hen r-ead without the preliminary story 1lich interrupts it, ( 1 con-
tinues for a matter of seconds ( 24 ines , for the du�ation of the 
earthquake, and the pa se in ( 8  also gives t 1e "mpression of lastins 
for seconds only, covering fourteen lines in he text. In none of these 
do Ne :ind any time passed over or actions compressed. Our investiga-
tion reveals therefore, that in at least four, and e may even say 
six scenes, ( 1 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 7 , ( 8 ) , ( 9 ) , ( 1 0 the ime of narration and 
the narrated time either harmonize or form a remarkably close nion; 
t ese scenes exhibit a truly dramatic qua ity in this respect. 
t has been stated previously that the epic scene may contain one 
or more characters. We may add, too, that in the same sc@ne there may 
be some ho play an active role in the proceedings; the riter may also 
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name others, indicating their presence but allo ing them to figure less 
prominent y in the action. In our count of t he figures in t e epic see-
nes e sha include a 1 those w om Kleist alludes to specifical y, re-
gardless of thei role. 
�here are t wo scenes in whic but one character appears; in ( 1  and 
(2 eronimo is the sole centre of attention. Five scenes contain what 
might be termed a small group. In ( 6  we observe Jeronimo and Josephe, 
whilst in ( 3  and ( 4  t ree figures are mentioned, eronimo, osephe 
and t i eir son, Philipp, of w om the latter, being a new-born baby, plays 
no active or major role. onna Elisabetn, Don Fernando and Josephe are 
the only figures named in ( 8 , although we kno · t hat others have set out 
with them. · · ith Don Fernando ' s  first appearance ( 5 ) , interest is centred 
upon him and osephe, but eronimo, Juan nd Philipp are also present. 
Three scenes remain in which a large number of characte s are to be 
found, one being ( 7 ) , where Donna �1isabeth, Josephe, Donna Elvire, t he 
at er's father, uan, Don Fernando, Jeronimo, Phi ipp and Donna Con-
stanze all gain a mention. T ie others are ( 9 ) and (10 ) here numbers 
are s�;ollen by the presence of a large crowd and the inclusion of fi-
gures s ch as tle canon (in ( 9 )  only , Pedrillo, and t he marine officer. 
The most cro· ded scenes occur towards the end of t he ovelle. 
The description of actions and gestures is important for practically 
all the scenes except for ( 1  and (4 where gesture does not occur. t 
does not see necessary to go into these fully here for t o reasons. 
First l , they ave been investigated in some deta'l in the previous 
chapter with regard to characterization, many of the examples actua ly 
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eing taken from epic scenes, and secondly, they will warrant further 
attent ion when we come to consider t o  particu ar scene� . t will suf-
fice to provide outstanding examples of each. 
Striking ins 'l!lces of actions are Jeronimo ' s  jumpinc over the rocks 
to mee Josephe in (3) , and the walkinb back and forth of this coup e 
in ( 6 ) : " eronimo nahm osephen, nachdem sich beide in diesen Betrach-
tungen stillschweigend ersch�pft hatten, beim Arm, und fUhrte sie mit 
unaussprechlicher Heiterkeit unter den schattigen auben des Granatwal­
des auf und nieder. 1131 Josephe ' s  rushin into the mob to put an end 
to the dreadful state of affairs in (10 may also be cited : 11  • • •  Jose-
phe •••  stUrzte sich freiwi lig unter sie, um dem Kampf ein Ende zu ma­
chen. 1132 
Gesture serves to add depth to the scenic quality, as for example 
in ( 2) , where Jeronimo sinks to the ground to sho gratitude to God 
for his ha ing been saved : "Er senkte sich so ief, daB seine Stirn 
den Boden beriihrte, Cott flir seine underbare Erret un 33 zu danken; • • •  , • 
·�e may point in addition to Josephe' s qction of soothing frightened 
little Juan with her kisses (7 , and to the bruta gesture by one mem-
ber of the crowd of pulling her down by her hair (9) : 11 • • •  ein Dritter •••  
zo5, heiliger . uchlosigkeit voll, Josephen bei den Haaren nieder, • •• 113
4 • 
In his epic scenes Kleist, in true dramatic fashion, frequent y ob-
serves the precise position of his figures in relation to others present 
or even to the se ting. This aspect of the epic scenes ill be consi-
dered more fully in our interpretation of two specific ones, but two 
striking examples will be quoted nere in order to provide a clear 
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indication of his fea ure. In (4 Kleist notes exactl) the position 
of Jeronimo, Jose1he and Philipp as they rest beneath the branches of 
the pomegranate tree, the mother and her child protected by Jeronimo's 
cloak: ''liier lieB sich Jeronimo am Stamme nieder, und Josephe in sei-
nem, Philipp in osephens SchoB, saBen sie, von seinem Xantel bedeck , 
und ruhten. "35 his little family puts us in m"nd of the Holy Family 
itself, their group ar aneement being reminiscent of medieval pain-
tings with a pyramidal composition. - Towards the end o� the third 
phase Kleist observes Don Fernando as he stands with his back to the 
church, fightin0 heroically to protect the children ( 10) : ":Con Fernando, 
dieser got .i.cl:e Hele., stand jetzt, den R . .  cken an die ire .e ge ehn 
in der Linken hielt er die Kinder, in der Rechten das Schwert. 113
6) 
Our prime conce n as regards the important factor of speech will be 
to consider he incidence of both the direct and indirect arm i .  these 
ten scenes, disregarding ihat is actuall said. The presence, and in-
deed the quantity of speec , especially of the direct form, may serve 
to heighten the dramatic nat re of an epic scene considerably. In t io 
scenes, ( 1 and ( 2) , · ·here it has already been observed th�t only one 
character appears, direct and indirect speech is a sent . At the end of 
( 4) the decision of the lovers, w .ic arises from a longer con ersation 
they .ave had, is imparted to the reader by the grammatical means of 
a content or ob�ect clause: 11Sie beschlossen, soba d die ...,rderschlitte­
rt..ne;en au fge �rt haben wiirden, nach La Conception zu gehen, • •• ,,37 • � ds 
reported �arr. of speecr. is employed again in (6 tc regis� er the con-
versation of these same characters. 
Scene ( 3  contains one instance of direct speech • .ich falls near 
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he · eginning, at the mowent of jubi ation hen Jeronimo catches sight 
of Josephe: 11C ?-utter Go tes, du Hei ige ! 113e T o  direct utterances 
are present in ( 5  where they combine to form the �irst d " a ogue of 
tne ·ovelle, poin ing to one of the meet essenti� part� of the story.3
° 
n this scene reported speech is to be fo�nd three times. vcene ( 7  
resembles (5 in t�a it con ains the same amount of direc speech 
which a so con titutes a dia ogue nd ighlights the second turning 
point fo o "ing hort y after ards, 40 bu he e there occur as many as 
eight exqmples of indirect speech. Scene ( 8 )  cont�ins an equa amount 
of direct and indirect speech, two examp es of each; in this case, 
ho7ever, a dia o ue is not formed by the directly spoken statements, 
one ut ered by E isabeth as she approaches her bro� he£-in-law, t e 
other by Don Fernando just after the first time - ioabeth whispers o 
n · m. 
The tenth scene shows a not�b e increase in the quantity of direct 
speech, here eight examples occur, o&tnumberin0 t ose o� indirect 
speech, of which there are on y two. It ie interest " ng o note that 
the latter, representing an exchange of words between Don lonzo and 
Don Fernando, are actually p aced near he end of the scene aiter he 
main part o �  the action is over: 11:Cer arine-Offizier fand sich wieder 
bei ihm ein, suchte ihn zu trosten, und versicherte "hn, daB seine n-
tatigkeit bei diesem neliick, obschon durch mehrere mstjnde gerecht-
fertigt, ihn re�e; doc 1 on Fe nando s&g e, d ihm nich s vorzu ·erfen 
sej, und bat ihn nur, die eicnname jetzt fortscbaffen zu helfen. 1
41 
There remains still the ninth scene, : ere there are in all twenty-one 
e amples of d"rect statements as opposed to four of indirect. The first 
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examples occur in the canon I s sermon before the main a.c ion begins, and 
as in ( 1 0 t e ot ers appear at he end of the scene, when t e 5roup is 
preparin1:, to eave the church, the first of  which is: 11 on Fernando • •• 
sagte: er \ O le eher umkommen, als zugeben, daB seiner Gese lschaft 
. 42 
et as zu Leide geschehe. 11 
It is note orthy that if we co nt the number of direct utterances 
mentioned ·n the scenes, we obtain an aegregate of thirty-s · x, the pre­
cise number given in the second ch&pter. 43 This provides proof that 
all the direct speech in hili is con ained in the epic -----------------------
scenes. erhaps of even greater significance is the fact that of the 
six scenes in which direct utterances appear, ( 3 ) , ( 5  , ( 7  , ( 8  , ( 9 ) , 
( 1 0 ) , five of them, ( 5 ) , ( 7  , ( 8  , ( 9  , ( 1 0 ) , have a ready been noted 
for the close unity of the time of narration and narrated time existing 
within them. t is an interesting fact that these five contain all but 
one instance of direct speech occurring in the whole ovelle. 
Our final step regarding the features of Kleist's epic scenes is a 
consideration of the comings and 6oings of characters ; here it will be 
s · mpler to deal with the scenes in linear fashion. 'Vhen t.t1e Novelle 
opens, Jeronimo is already present on the scene of action, and thi is 
reminiscent of a character who is in position on the stage when the 
curt..,in rises. His hurried exit from the prison brings about the end 
of the scene. Jeronimo's arrival on the hill marks the opening of (2) , 
at the close of which he mingles with the people to inquire after o-
sephe, · hilst (3 is set in motion with his coming into the valley. 
The vithdrawal of Jeronimo and Josephe from one spot in this valley 
to another consti utes the end of the third scene but indicates, too, 
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the start of the fourth. They remain in one place for the duration of 
both ( 4 a.nd ( 5 , the division bet ·een which is not defined by an exi 
and entry, but rather by an indication of a time change: 11 ls sie er-
t t d d .  c h h h H .  1 "44) ( l · f 1 wacn en, s an ie .._,onne sc on oc am imme , • • • T 11s orms a so 
the beginning of a new paragraph in the text. ) It may be held tha ( 5  
begins with the entry of Don Fernando, but strict y speaking his appea-
ranee comes af ter the scene has be�un, mention havin0 been made, prior 
to his entry, of the couple who are already presen in the place of 
action. The scene does finish, though, when Don Fernando, Josephe and 
Jero 1imo, together with the babies, make their way to the newcomer's 
family. The beginning and end of ( 6 )  are indica ed respectively by the 
lover's removal from, and subsequent rejoining of, on Fernando's grour. 
Scene ( 7 ) , on he other hand, resembles the openin0 one in that the 
figures are already situated when the action e6ins. Some leave this 
location at the end for he cathedral, and since in ( 8  attention cen-
tres upon these same characters we may feel ju�tified in understanding 
their exit from ( 7  to constitute the opening of the eighth scene, at 
the end of which Don Fernando is seen leading them on thei ray a6ain. 
o less are ( 9 ) and (10 ) defined by comings and boings of characters, 
the former commencing with the arrival of the group in the cathedral 
and drawing to a close as the figures pass t .roueh the church door, 
the latter opening with t eir arrival on he forecourt and ending fi-
nal y with the departure of Don Fer1 ando after the tragic episode • 
• Je may point, then, to one scene, ( 4 , hich begins with an entry, 
the characters remaining in the same place at the end, whereas in 
three, ( 1 ) , ( 5 ) , ( 7  , they are already presen at the start, and 
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finally mak e� r exit . There are six a together, the bev�nr in and 
end of "hich are c early marked by an arrival a. a departure respec-
tively :  ( 2 , ( ; , ( £ , ( 8 , ('1), ( 10 ) . t is hardly necessary to say 
t at ·1it11in ome scenes, (5 , ( R ) , (Q , ( 1C ) , further entries ay be 
obcer�ed · hich strongly enhance their dramatic quality, reminding us 
very rr.uc of .e 11offene arm des Dramas ", an e amp e of " den is 
e · .., t '  0"1 
Havin ou l
0
Led t e eatures of the epic scenes ir Kleist ' s �d eben 
in Chili, we "ay provide at this sta e a  brief sum ary o t .e m a  i L 
function of eac , scene w " thin t e framework of the ovelle. Scene ( 1  
u doub edl se�ves the purpose of setti b t e actio in motion ; (2 
1- · n�s a lul during which ime eronimo s ftble to recover �rom . is 
state o exhaustion. T e  action i pushed for" ard ngain by the third 
scehe wi h the reunion f e ove n, ' ilst ( 4 )  co t · utes another 
scene (like (2) ) with a retarding effect , t e f�ct th&t it is · ntended 
as a breat.1i ie:, space being i her Pnt in the text itself wit he exp icit 
4c:; 
statement: 1 1 • • •  sie ••• ru ten . ' ., ; this respite comes to an end when 
the forward movement of the action is  resume -J a1 ter 'ernanco ' s a pea-
ra ce (5 ) • Scene (€ ohO'l a quiet mofJ,ent bet men eronimo and ose ,. c 
fro, w ich nothing further deve ops In ( decioions are r -ched, s 
a resul of which he actio progresses, on y to be retarded te porarily 
by (8 ,•here the comp nv i.s obliged to pau e. ccene ( 9 in which ten-
sions 11.0 t c 0  .. si erab :t approaches the c imax, 'thic is actua formed 
by scene 1 1 C  • t · s striking to ate tha ,hen K eist • s epic scenes 
are co�sidered n the order from ( 1  to ( 1 0 , they exhibit drama ic 
contrast of forward moving d retarding effects it risin0 te ,oion 
at the end of t 1e 1rovel e hen the story approaches ito c max 
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A table may help to illustrate more clearly hich of the previouol 
discussed features of the epic scene are to be found in t he ten scenes 
from Das Erdbeben in Chili: 
Kleist•s epic scenes have been isolated and their features and 
function outlined, but no scene ha� yet been vie ed as an en ity. To 
round off this present investigation, therefore, an interpretation will 
be offered for scenes (2 and (9) , one containing a sin0le character 
only, the other a hole multitude ( 11eine unermeP.iliche enschenmenge•
46 ) 
in Kleist•s o n  terminology ) . 
Scene (2 is in erted bet een two reports icr depict movement from 
place to place, t e first sho ing Jeronimo • s  flight through the town, 
the second his minglin5 with t e crowd. The scene provides a contrast 
68. 
to t hem both, because not only is i t  set in one location, but it puts 
a temporary �top to the forward moving action. 
It opens with an expositionary sentence: " Als Jeronimo das Tor er-
reicht, und einen Hiigel jenseits desselben bestiegen hat te, sank er 
ohnrnachtig auf demselben nieder. 11
4 7)  This consists grammatically of a 
time clause, after which follows tl e main clause. In the time clause 
indication is given of the name of the character, Jeronimo, and of his 
entry into tne place of action, specified as a hill; the main cl use 
mentions the most significant fact of is fa.:.n ing, which may be under-
stood as an PXter-nal manifestation of distress and fatigue and brin5o 
to  mind Ores in Goethe's Iphigenie auf Tauris who collapses in ex­
ha st ion towards he end of III, 1 :  "Er sinkt in Ermat tung. ,,1+B 
Kleist comrresses ime by simp y ntati11g the fifteen min te dura-
tion of Jeronimo's unconsciousness, and then we observe t his character 
as he regains consciousness and partially rises, with his back to the 
city, his po�ition in relation t o  the scenery being noted prec·sely: 
"Er moc11te wohl eine Viertelstunde in der iefsten BewuBtlos · e;keit 
gele0en haben, als er endlich wieder erwachte, und sich, mit nach der 
Stadt gekehrtem RlicKen, ha b auf dem Erdbode erhob. 11
4 9 
In . is rising ou of his stupor a further similarity may be seen 
to O est in III, 2 where the stage dirdction reads : " Aus seiner Betau­
bun6 erwachend und sich au.f ichtend. 1150 ) Jeronimo's s bsequent gesture 
of fee in0 his forehead and chest reflects is confusion a out his o n  
condition, a s  ate of mind mentio ed explicitly by Kleist and constitu-
ting t e first insight into Jeronimo s inner feelings in this scene, 
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tne registration of which occurs so frequently throughout scene (2 
that i may be compared to a dramatic monologue. Jeronimo is gripped 
by an inexpressible feeling of deli0ht and casts his eyes o er he 
region of St.. Jago, ihere the sight of the be ildered crowds proves 
opprestiive t o  him and he is unable to com rehend what has led both 
im and ther outside he city. There occurs a most meaningful change 
of posi ion when Jeronimo turns around and sees tne devastated city 
behind him, the visual percep ion of this exterior situation stirring 
h:s memory, bringing to his mind the dreadful moment of he earthquake. 
This forms one step in his emergence from his state of conf..ision, and 
he sinks do�n to express his gratitude to God for his deliverance and 
weeps for jo� that life is still his. As yet r e  remembers back only as 
far as the earthquake and it is at U1is point that a break comes in 
the scene, the part di�cussed ending on a high and joyful note. (The 
paragraph also comes to a close here. ) 
The second part paral els the firs in that Jeron'mo's memo y is 
again stimulated by the impression of something in the outside orld, 
this time by the sight of his ring wLich t3.kes his mind back to the 
time before the earthquake, to Josephe, the prison, the bells and the 
moment before the prison's collapse. It is only nov that he attains 
clear-sightedness and a full realization of the sit uation he is in, 
and this brings with it a complete reversal of his emotions of the 
first part. He becomes melancholic, regrets his prayer and envisages 
God as a fearful Being: "Tiefe Sch ermut erfiillte lieder seine rust ; 
sein Ge bet fin0 ihn zu reuen an, und fiirchterlich schien ihm das '. ·e­
s en, das iiber den Wolken waltet. 115 1 ) Once he is in a state of aware-
ness eronimo is able to leave the hill to inquire about ,Josephe. Of 
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obv ious importance for this scene is the inner development of a 
character from a state of unconsciousness to clear-sightedness, and 
we may actually see a similar· ty here to one of :·1eist 's dramas, Prinz 
riedrich von Homburg, where he takes an interest in the state of som­
nambulism and in Prince Friedrich's a akening out of i .  
"1/e 60 on to an investigation of scene ( 9 , •1hich falls in the third 
phase of the i ove e, ,here we witness the outbreak of the "earthquake 
of human souls. ,,5
2 
he openin paragraph fulfils the func ion of an 
exposition, setting t e scene and evoking a certain atmosi:here. Kleist 
registers the arrival of Don Fernando's group in the ominican C urch 
where the sound of the organ is already audib e and a hi1ge multitude 
has gathered, and he gives thereby the impression of characters walking 
onto a bustling stage. �he magnitude of the crowd present is emphasized 
by the fact that nere are even boys clinging to the picture frames 
hibh up on the walls. One sentence in particular is worth quoting: "Von 
a en Kronleuchtern s r�hlte es herab, die Pfei er warfen, bei der e in­
brechenden Dijm�erun , geheimnisvolle Schatten, die groBe von gefirbtem 
Glas bearbeitete Rose in der Kirche auBerstem Hintergrunde gliihte, wie 
die Abendsonne selbst, die sie erleuchtete, und Stil e herrschte, da 
die Or6el jetzt schwieg, in der ganzen Versammlung, � s nitte keiner 
einen Laut in der Brust. 1 15 3 I t  indicates a source of light, an element 
of time is introduced with he reference to the fa lin0 dusk and the 
evening sun, and he allusion to the archi tec ura fea ure of tie great 
rose windov situated at the rear of the church adds a feeling of depth 
to tl at of nei0ht provided earlier ,ith the mention of the boys on he 
a ls, giving a stage-like setting. T e  ceasin5 of the music brings a 
lu 1 reminiscent of some scenes in hakespeare's dramas fo example, 
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where a tranqJi intro�uct ·on often precedes a most dramatic scene 
a d  eightens the e feet of the ens 1ing pare. 
ere follo •s a reference to the fervour of the people, after hie 
attention is paid o the sermon, preac ed by a figQre not previousl 
introduced, one of th oldest canons of the church whose accompanying 
gestures do not go unnoted. There is no need to record the whole tenor 
of his se mon. Of particul r si�nificance for this scene is the latter 
portion " here the canor, apparently holding tne lovers responsible for 
the general misfortune, refers to the ou rage carried out in the convent 
garden, mentions the coup e by name, and curses and damns them. His fi-
nal remark in partic lar provokes the main action, in w ich direct 
speech, movement and gesture assume a major role. 
he initi�l reaction comes from Donna Constanze. uegin5 at Jeroni-
mo ' s  arm, she calls to on Fernando, w ose emp at ic, yet s ealtny reply 
gi ves eason for hope wi h a  ossiole means of escape. Constanze's re-
mark has apparen y been heard, or her gesture observed by others, be-
cause before s e is ble to execute Fernando's plan, it is th·varted by 
the intrusion of one member of the crowd. His oud voice, interrupting 
the sermon hich has actually been be ing on all the time, widens the 
sphere of our attention, hil st his ords themselves constitute an 
order to t e  citizens to stand back, for he believes he has located 
Jeronimo and Josep e: 1 1"/eichet fern hin • eg, ihr Bilrger von St . a o, 
4 
hier ste 1en diese gottlosen Mensch.en ! "  
His error of recognition of the couple is apparent to the reader 
bu no to the crowd in the scene, so � hat tension beeins to mount 
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and is heightened by tne in olvement of t o more embers of the mob 
w ose curt utterances, a question and an a s  er placed side by side, 
serve to increase the te. po of the narrative: 55) , , ·nd als eine andere 
Stimme scnreckenvoll, indessen sich ei weiter Kreis des �ntsetze s 
um sie bi de:e, fragte: vo? hier! versetzte ein Dri ter, un� zog, 
heiliger Ruc. losigkeit vo 1, Tosephen bei den Haaren n"eder, daB sie 
mit Don Fernandes Sonne zu Boden getaume t ware, wenn dieser sie icht 
ge 1alten h" tte. 115
6 
ne last speaker's esture of pul in5 Josephe by 
ner hair is t e first violent action done to any member of on Fernwl-
do's party, and tragedy is averted by ernando's own interception, 
after which he imse f speaks up. He queotions the sense e�sness of 
the mob and states hi own identity; Kleist accompanies his utterance 
-�t 1 a protective gesture of p acing is arm around Josephe, a gesture 
• · ,i�h is meaningful beca se it gives the impression of simu taneity of 
action and speech, so impo tant in t he drama and in addition stresses 
the contrast in nature bet•veen Don Fernando and the previous fie,ure. 
Don Fernando's assertion of his identity meets witr incredulity from 
a nev character, a cobbler ho kno· s Josephe. His position rig t in 
rant of Fernando is acute y observed, and no less so is t e dire� io 
of his movement when he c an0es position, turning defiantly to osephe 
to ask her o is the fat er of the child she is carrying. 
�e mi�ht expect Josephe's reply to follow immediately, but before-
han Kleist focusses his attention on Don rernando, remarking both his 
pa or, manifesting his fear of being taken for Jeronimo, and his action 
of looking at Jeronimo, and then at the crowd to see if there is anyone 
who knows him. In �his manner Kleist keeps him before our eyes even 
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t hough he is not speakini;. t is only after this that the focus moves 
back to Josephe, and it is st ated that the dreadful situat ion forces 
her to  reply: " osephe rief, von en setz ichen Verl ,:,; tr.issen gedrangt: 
dies ist nicht mein Kind, Meister Pedri lo, wie Er g aJbt ; indem aie, 
in unend ·cher .n st der ueele, auf on Fernando blickte: dieser junge 
Herr ist Don �ern ndo Ormez, Sohn des Kommandanten der �tadt, den ihr 
a e ke .nt ! 115 nderlined b her anxious lance direc ed to  ,ards 0 
Fernan o, her answer to the cobb er who is addressed for the first time 
by na.me, is an evasive but trut ful one. SB  She states that the child 
is not hers and 5ives further evidence that the character Pedrillo ob-
vio sly t akes for eronimo is Don Fernando. 
Dissatiofied wit this, Pedrillo calls upon t he crowd for confirma­
tion, his words being taken up and elaborated upon by some bystanders. 
It is the tumult which at that same moment fills little Juan with fear 
ano causes hi ,1 to ean over from osephe to his father, a movement which 
proves crucial, for i lends substance to  t he cro�d ' s  erroneous be ief 
that on Fernando is Jeronimo, and has the effect of precipitating t e 
act ion. As a resul of it the mob becomes frenzied, and their a0itation 
is ref ected in t e rapid exchAnge of four short utterances which in-
creases t he tempo of he narrative and causes suspense to  mo nt, remin­
ding us of dramatic stichomythia. 59 No accompanying gestures are indi­
cated at a 1, and apart from one reference to  tone after the firct 
imperative statemen , on y he voices of the speakers are mentioned, 
and each rem rk is bound to the ne by the coo dinating con ·unction 
11und", giving the impression of a chorus with noise co ing from a 1 
sides. Jeronillio ' s  unexpec ed intervention and surrender introduces a 
sudden contrast, putting a stop to t he risin0 tension ; it has, in fact, 
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the effect o :  brineing a re ease of tension and prod ces a definite 
reak "'Ii.ich may be compared to a ram a ic ..t-'a se • 
..ri i.h t r.is eve rs al •1e might expect the action to  take a different 
direction. �he mo is t�ro n into a state of co�fusion, some lettin� 
go of on Fernando, and e observe now the arrival of a ·  igh-ra .kjng 
marine officer. In a manner t l pica of a dramatist, Klei t even re5i­
sters the time of his appearance for 1e rushes in at the same moment 
as the confueion breaks out. s he forces his ' ay throu h the crowd he 
addresses on Fernando by name, an�, bein� a ne • arrival, he provide 
positive proo of is identity. Don FernanAo's reply manifests an effort 
to save the situation. He sets his ·ords ambiguously so as not to dis-
c ose the true identity of Jeronimo and advocates the arrest of  the 
innocent coup e for heir ovn good, and that o� +he instigator of the 
proar. 
I is as a result of Pedri la ' s  followin question to the marine 
off"c�r, in which he this time at tempts t o  identify J o s e p h  e 
positi ely, t at ne comparative ca m o�  this section of the scene is 
disturbec, and the action moves in a direction sjmil�r t o  tha at the 
end o the first part. Don \lonzo, knowing osephe well, hesitates in 
his reply, and like Juan's movement his hesitation immediately arouses 
suspicions amonest members of the cro ·d which becomes a5itate once 
more, t i.eir curt remarks demonstrating mounting tension as before. As 
a resul o f  the a arming situa ion, osephe takes litt e Pni ipp, whom 
Jeronimo as been carrying, 13ives •• im and little Juan to  �on Fernando, 
requesting the latter to save the children and to leave herself and 
Jeronimo to their fate. Her own surrender is compara le to that of 
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Jeronimo ' s  at the end of the first part of the scene, (9 . 
The scene does not en here however. on �ernando takes the two 
children an declares that he wishes no harm to come to his group. 
He offers osephe his arm, asking for t e  marine of ricer's svord for 
protection, and bids the other couple tc follo . T us they make their 
exit from the c_thedra , · alking out to the co rtyard which forms the 
settin0 for the c j mactic scene of Kleist ' s Novelle. 
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vonclusion 
he aim of this st dy has been to  s o  drama ic  forms of presenta-
tion , hich occur in Das Erd eben in ���li. he resu ts may be seen 
from a recapitu ation of findings emerging from each of t e ore-going 
chapters. 
mhe first point of consideration as the sentence introducin5 the 
· ork, an ana ysis of hich has revea ed tnat witnin its ypotactic 
structure it contains and presents in a most striking ma er elemen:s 
a dramatist might incorporqte into the exposition of his drama to ac-
quaint the audience ith t . e situation before t em. Here mention may 
be made of t e fact that similar expositionary elements are t o  be found 
in the introduc ory sentences o a 1 o. ·· p ' st's ovellen, particularl 
outstandin examp es appearing ' th tne open · n� sentence of ichael 
1 
Kohl aas, Die erlobun5 in St. Domir-go,
2) and . h ·1 · . .  ·1· 3 ie e i  1 e �qc i  ie . 
The ex · mination o the direct speech in as Erdbeben in Chili, he 
second aspect investigwted, has indicated t ha conciseness of expres-
sion �s a property common to  a of the utterances of the ovel e, 
where even the len tier ones are a com ination of shorter sense groups; 
thia ' n  i self is a form of presentatio , the drama ist employs in many 
instances, a.s, too, is di:;i. ogue into 11' .i.e. any of tne verba state-
ments are asseoble . OT east, t. e fre quent occurrence of direct 
speech i lin the ''I O k is note"'O thy, but it should be s ated that 
it appears on even mo e occaoions in ot ers of Kleist's ovellen, and 
i t is respect both ie Ver obu 9 in St. Domingo and Der .., e; Kamnf 
sta d out . 
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77. 
The t ird chapter, de oted to an ex,mi ation of the methods of 
character presentation in as Erdbeben in hili, has demonstrated 
t at .leist very 0 1ten vie�s his fi ures in mucn the same manner as 
the dramatist, making t .eir na ure and inner states of mind visible 
through their movements, gestures, facial expre:--sion::; and speech. These, 
ratner than the direct references to treir persona ities, remain memo-
rable to the reader. It may be added tnat simil�r fo ms are employed 
in Kleist • s ot �r o ellen, this being one of the reasons • hy charac-
ters like l'.ich"l.e Kohl aas, Martin Luther and he Marquise von o • • • 
attain sucn vivid and p astic qua ities. 
The fourth and final chapter has dea + Nith the scene- ike q ality 
s o•m tnat h · s narrative con t <:t  · ns no fe, er than ten scenes, each of 
"'l ich includes a clear indicatio of place, as one or more characters, 
and is enhanced by the description of movement and in many cases gesture. 
ba ie t feat�res of several of the scenes were found to be e cone r-
rence of "Erzahlzeit" and 11erzahlte Zeit", the presence of direct speech, 
an the use of entries a d  exits as scene markers • . he investi5ation 
carried out bJ' 'Rut Baumann has pointed to the fact that the ovellen 
as a grou� contai a great . umber of epic scenes . he climactic moment 
at the end of as Bettel eib von Locarno,
4 
tne epi ode in Der Findlin 
in ich icolo terrifies Elvire, 5 and the duel in Der Zweilrn1 pf6 
are outstan in scenes nicn prove unfo�get able �or the reader of 
Kleist' s eve en, and o t em m y justly be added the 'dramatic ' '  
cat edra� scene in Das Erdbeben in ili. 
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